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Alice Notley 

from: Mysteries of Small Houses 

Synchronous Chronology 

To estrus and estrogen very responsive 
be her , barefoot sixteen-year -old 
I won 't be different in the future 
I won 't ever change 

body length breasts pressed to air of a quadrillion pieces 
of blankness potential to hierophany 
she's standing like a ghost in my Paris apartment 
she's a flawless young human body- my past me 

able bend of morning the light' d sway down 
but not close and broad like later in the day not hot 
clothes are compact and uncomplex 
she's walking to school after breakfast 
she washes her hair twice a week 
beauty in art is eternal, mu sic enlightenment 

there is a soul that she is but delicately fainter 
shadows cover it, layers 
of words, it can't compete with 
lipstick smear 
of isolate kisses still immune to the future 

Can you woo your own soul, but what else am I? 
in my Paris room 
I'm showing that girl that I'm it 
she nods gravely has had time to figure 
I may have wanted better for her 
in terms of the transparent good - giving self easily 
to strangers - but 
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she protected me, for example, from 
the Job's Daughters 
their Masonic idiocy in white vestal robes 
and she didn 't hate anyone, not for a long time 

who is she really, falls away further 
I am hierophanic in the blue air there of the past 
I give you myself protect me and you'll have a later 
protect me, change , but defend me 
singular image 
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Requiem for the First Half of Split 

An early sadness for the future 
(as in dreams of myself young and sad) 
accompanies my departure towards 
a conventional story : a town 
of girls a New York City dormitory. 
And so a trail proceeds from 
our house on the top of the hill 
down the back way of former army barracks 
and past the borrowed church (ours had no tank) 
where I was baptized 
reasoning "it must be true" out of 
the love I had for my mother. 
And Tony 's house there across the street from it 
absolutely in the Mexican gully 
in dreams of which he and I still fight armed enemies 
he stepped on a land mine in Nam 
when I remind my brother, twenty years after 
his face contorts he knows the look of that death 
a week before he himself dies 
blood-tinged ruddy-winged, but that's another 
dream-site the Needles Cemetery inelegant 
unbeautiful and dear and dry . 
See how many loves, how much thus sadness 
in the future begins to 

haunt that walk down that hill 
towards the highway away to the dormitory 
as I go to New York to sever love's connections 
and make the "real ones" generated by 
actual mating by beauty and clothes 
the black wool suit with its three button jacket 
the oddly puffed-sleeved orange sweater 
and an orange and midnight-
blue paisley waistless dress. 
New trail there, 
Brett knows my future love though I don 't 
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hitchhikes with him to California 
years before I catch up to the poet s in Iowa City 
that will be in '69, my brother 
hasn 't yet signed up for Nam then 
when he gives me rattles off a rattler 
which I keep in my wooden India box I still have 
until they stink. 
I can 't keep track of the track there's nothing but 
sidetrails of love and sadness so love is 
all that makes my people act they go to war for love 
you know, of who and what you are 
like I was baptized by 
the cruellest-lipped prissiest-mouth ed man in the world 
for love, but I could just have gone swimming 
walked back up love's hill 
back up at the house you can get to the pool 
barefoot if you can find enough 
bush or telephone-pole shadows. 
We 'd all swim together 
I'd tread water dreaming of the future 
but a wilder larger eye birdlike 
distant holds the pool in its pupil 
anyone's that too, and hold the enlarging 
water sad how not be 
why don 't the smart girls in New York know this 
why don 't you or I know what we know 
the eye and the water both enlarge still why don't 
smart girls in Paris, yes larger but will never flood 
the containing eye, but why not 
and sometimes it does 
when you or your own are the news. 
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Experience 

In the mountains of New York 
he was my first savior jack of clubs 
though one's divided between 
if he tells you or you tell yourself -
you know what I mean? -
what's true. 
Waiting in rooms full of girls. 
An older man does the trick 
Not as dumb as a younger one, but 
they fuck without compunction at 
first then they get some because 
you 're too dumb. 
He was tall greeneyed person 
pale with features disappearing 
into that paleness apartment on Hudson St. 
the rest is a secret no it isn't . . . 
Why no secrets? Oh, 
who reads poetry anyway! 
I can almost see green sweater 
a peculiarly vegetative 
moss or heatherish green 
gets unbuttoned, bare bulb light. 
He's too dumb to think I'm innocent 
what kind of stup idity 's operative 
this man's a doctor I 
scream he's surprised a hymen bleeds. 
After that I'm a lump of naivete 
to him in every respect and so 
discarded I now have experience. 
I think this kind of tale is 
as important as a pompously cited 
Phoenician myth, to poetry 
in Phoenix I drink with my father 
"You don't bruise the bourbon," he says. 
Back in New York, uptown at night 
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a warehouse city no street life 
Rooms full of girls I'll always dream about 
Women won't let me go Or is it men 
A sex isn't vety deep but its 
surface is armor ironmasked 
like certain poetries I can ' t use 
how be what you are what 's experience but 
a becoming acceptable to the keepers 
of surfaces say this University 
So glad I don 't have to write 
in the styles of the poetries I was taught 
they were beautiful and unlike me 
positing a formal, stylized woman 
But I am the poet, without doubt. 
Experience is a hoax . 
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"Go In and Out the Window" 

In the great American 
poem anything 
can't you, can't you 
not be an 
American be an in and out of 
species even tongue of grass or fire and not the 
shit in our sinking cesspool behind alley house 
Momma and Charley stand in '49 or '50 
and look at the collapsing lawn 
contains everything everyone thinks needs 
to go into a poem, the history of 
anything all the information edification 
theoreticals opinions showings off your 
teacher told you would make your 
name, 

the poem is not your name. 
"Go in and out" the purple Chinaberry blossom spring 
air, the poison oleander fragility frontyard 
It's a bubble, poem air bubble ... not 
from people shooting up, "fixing" M called it 
to be more or less of self 
like the speedfreak suicide sometime after 
I left the Marrakech house 
I'd found hippie life boring vacuous due to 
lack of poetry, we'd brought nothing 
to let us pass in and out the black and star sky over the 
red clay and green palm medina. 

Where's your poem Alice? 
Here it is but 

not mine, I 
want it but have to go in order for it to live 
or go in and out, I go in and out 
of it "and see what we can see" 
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part of me 
is, I'm finding at 23 Iowa Spain Morocco 
in 1968, a pinpoint of social ego so 
why, I don't know, the only 
time I've ever been paranoid 
on strong hash in the Marrakech house I'm 
attacked by paranoia as an 
outer force 
as if we all together create disembodied madnesses 
in the same way as we extrude 
other kinds of shit 

I leave the room to find an orange 
crave something bright and succulent so I 
won 't have to be 
the word "paranoid" 
won 't have to be a hippie on hash 
American poet of this or that possession 
American woman in a mini with black tights 
fresh from whatever shit repository, 
somebody else's person 

I go in and out, in '94 
slide away in mind, walk across the Grand Souk 
or the lot next to the alley house , 
know how to do 
that now losing useless info like 
stardust, sparkles emitted from head 
electric tracings of socialization 
There's nothing in that woman's brain out the window
she couldn 't write a poem -who is she, Momma? is she 
me? She doesn 't know anything. 
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Roberto Tejada 

Field 
-for C. M., after Gormley 

Evensong: the clouds a figure now which glimmers in his absence 
and later the field there is only one story the afternoon sun 
red glass whose feeble voice the light this fruit 
of the vine and work of human hands 
The mass or grain the wind stirring 
whose motion dry clay of the rabble volume 
in the present over the heads of the primitive self, the as-yet-unborn, 
which is about the hands that made them 
the joy a harvest and the many 
The fall's undressing mirrorless or the failure of nations 
and yes of this world, as if whose name belonged 
-we do have eyes we watch you-t o the public 
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Hemp & Silver 

Who carried the ashes 
of the dead in water jars 

we shattered on stones 
in the river. You 

buried a scarab as if 
and where the later aloe 

overlapped. Devoured the eggs 
of turtles and our 

genitals burned. Instructed 
in dreams to build seven 

houses, to wash your 
foreskin in wolfsbane. 

The word for scorpion 
synonymous with 'death's 

erection' and then yes 
or otherwise often by 

spirals of breath whose 
night glass always 
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Exedra 

All these conclusions about the lack of something, 
the shafts of light, the shifts of desire, 
with eyes closed your initial warm kisses caught me looking, 
how much the gesture , each contour of your blossoming 
skin, firm lines made pink across the brawn and furrows, 
the salt, the lofty tone of flesh, as I left to eradicate 
the antonyms of becoming here-and living there endless, 
the glass brick melting. 
In the dream our tribe was called Equivocal, Irreparable, 
and I could hardly get this hand around your phallus: 
repeating Mud Dog Mother to myself 
-while the water of the bodies 
in the earth evaporated. 
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Now 
-for E. 

in months a nascent approaching 
as black clove the scent of hair 
your torso-diamond 
of the perfect speech 
lit between us-
the shadow of whose 
eyes dropping slightly at the side 

four years but one night 
than now these hands 
at your shoulders 
the masculine 
perfumes of which all wings all 
mouth and groin 
and brilliant laughter 

into the curve of nameless 
limbs, the waters out of which 
we surface now with heavy 
prick in hand to occupy 
the silence: blessed 
change in each our 
selves' engendering positions 
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Genesis: The Resilient Colors 

And surfaced a flame in the dark elsewhere 
of one remembered form: just one, 
to become the flesh of a nameless man 
whose mouth down deeper between my legs 
his heavy beard in the beginning 
against these wet thighs: our bodies scribbling 
signs to draw the grey curtain of steam back 
by which we found ourselves surrounded: 
the sound of water off the tile (or this sheet 
of paper crackling) by which we came to nestle, 
a will from which the colors rose resilient 
the sparks of orange over the waves 
of trickled hair on the chest and forearm: 
the light green to trace the conduits 
formed by the vein of the biceps and prick 
{the pink ridges of his brown nipples} 
as in these brackets , reader, raised 
with your tongue, the blue translucent 
ember emanating from where the moon 
of the fingers over the dark red notch 
of the earth: this field over which armies 
raged with catapults of burning stones: 
until all was left there, smoldering below. 
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Opposed co Water 

che way I listened imageless co the simple 
mind of which it is easier 

from the city in spice 
of me to the tongue never wholly 

mastered 

now , the failed and all-too-fingered flesh 
around whose mouth never 

to rhyme again with lips 
blue eyes too pressing a matter to 

be left to 

the speechless power of poetry: exposed to air 
as opposed to water, relinquished 

listener between the line each breath 
to detonate the eldritch 

scream these 

words to waste: who ignited my gaze, 
extinguished it all 

in the extravagant rain, the two cracked limbs 
of the felled, still falling, as yet 

unfathomed tree 
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Song: The Power of the Center 

1. 

In the furnace of all insufficient flesh 
is not without these hands 

inside someone slit upon a surface 
whose mess of moan is not the mush 

of bruises on our haunches: We 
came insatiable as maggot emissaries 

from within to be unburied 
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2. 

Who raise the iron edge 
of poetry 

from the bonfire 
fueled 

with all the rank 
imperfect 

muccenngs, 
the splendid 

dung I sing 
enraptured by: 

which is velocity, 
a clean incision-

.. . & the dead come 
to feed 

on the firm sop 
of the severed skull. 
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3. 

To sustain the long breath with circumstance from which I extract 
2 loaves of bread 

let the meaningless forest be severed with the remains of seven 
animals 

enough inebriants telluric tones there is this and there was that

the ghosts flesh to erase the groin I traveled the tongue to trace the 
points of space 

your body and immediate voice a thievelessness, first failures and 
final breathing 
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4. (within which) 

wrought 
rubble and ruined stone . 

But the scarabs buried there and the lizards 
of ice or the rock-smeared 
residue 

all 
resembled the color 

of a head cold. The way the line 
break proposes a fictive continuity 
which is analogous with 

the 
millennium. 
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Eileen Myles 

True North 

I want to be 
the invisible 
man.AI:, he 
tears through 
the streets 
his shape 
in the 
snow 

it seems 
my relationship 
to history 
is not 
a particular 
thing. 

It's no easier 
in the sun. 

Throttle you. 
It's a letter 
between Y & 

tee. It 's where 
the vowels 
go. She 
wanted to 
have sex 

for at least 
10 years. 
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She wanted 
to kill 
me. 

Mom . 

If I was 
just her 
son. 

The Poet. 

His moves in 
the snow. 

Do you think 
I'm a man? 

Sometimes I 
just have to 

make great 
art. 

my grandma 
with a 
knife 

she said 
John 
get a 
job. 

Least 
she cared. 
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everything 
in front of 
me is connected 
to everything 
else in 
front 

brush my teeth 
& don 't 
bite 

I was not 
Hannibal lecter 

nice motel 

cool, relaxed 

I'm insulted 
by the 
shape of 
the skirt 
on the 
door 

Is that my 
Twat? 

Ifl am 
not a 
man 

how could 
I be so 
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incredibl y 
important 

snow so 
white coming 
down 

shovel, shovel 

Beam. 

With these 
I could 
build a 
culture 

ask my wife 

He 's right 
she said 

he's the 
builder 
I'm all mind 

looking out . 
the street 
looks clean 

my grandma 
went mad 

trying to get 
something 
out of him 
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I quit. 
I'm moving 
around . 

The problem 
is I am 
not a star 
inside of 
life 

I am something 
warm (a figure) 

melting snow. 
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Gold 

Moon or mouse? 
And in the pain of frosted 
mirror, you dance 
a pink blur 

and if every Friday 
was just like this 
afternoon, a long 
breezy layover 
watching the privileged 
child, long brown 
hair in her 
backyard 
up the blood slide & 
down some 
clit 
explode it seems 
like everything' s veiny 
in Minneapolis 
of drip-free 
future hoops, thy swinging 
house for birds. 

The 
higher passed 
m a weary wave 
of Lilac it seems 
so many hours 
ago I heard the 
coffee come 

The yards 
are connected 
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on & on I'm hurt 
I said in the fireplace 
lounge & a man 
profiteth 

the girls shake 
their heads 
I change everyone 's 
lives by being 
inky let her whistle, 
wait in silence 
No more. 
0 sit with it. The long 
haired girl running 
beautiful legs, continuous 
yards to St. Paul 
Omaha, to you? 
It 's all too much. 
I'm nobody 's 
slave, so 

meet me. 
in the middle 
when I noticed 
the girls go 
home & eat 
some lunch. The 
trees are empty 
soon full. 

The rights of man 
are invisible if 
not interconnected 
like the yards 
in which I 
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reach for 
you m pam 
& bliss 
& total disregard 
the water boils! 

shit I sound like Adrienm 
rich the kid 
returns. A certain 
amount of tender 
dwelling heals 
the wyrdest wounds. 
Two girls 

now she slides 
the pole, 
bigger one 
black, she pulls 
the ropes 

I dream in 
disregard 
through a fuzzy 
gauze of 
April trees. 
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Mark Salerno 

Age 

Do little say 
nothing to no 
one be all 
that 's left 

your parts in time 
your years behind 
so much so what 
you wished 

you had or were 
when young any 
persons are 
beautiful that's 

that on sore knees 
bad back remember 
with what's left in 
your head in your head. 
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More Than One 

What could words be for 
if not to arrive at an 
utterance in the time 
too late the world too 
far gone a momentary 
mode or gesture as if 
"I was here " or "Let me 
touch you" were to say 
something as if any 
real intensity could 
be made to last to 
reassure chat after 
all we are here 
not alone. What else 
could thinking be and 
words except to make 
the world otherwise 
apparent like saying 
to you you are there 
I know you are. 
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Transcript 

Could persons be held to it of 
what account would that be a 
mixed bag fears things I didn 't 
know wasn 't sure of places I got 
lost trying to find my way terms 
within which one is a helpless I 
was in the picture all right but 
as the guy standing next to the 
guy it was never central to me 
we made up that part to be in it 
mere fear of being left behind 
a transitive mode a report on 
the chaos in any case an account 
of true-life whereabouts and doings. 
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Mean 

Alive you're alone there 
are no keys adjacent were 
there worlds adjacent to 

chis world or in any case 
chat busted-down fedora 
was merely depiccive of 
other persons over there 
from here a transitive mode 
some did their best whose 
major theme was glowy words 
all young persons are 
beautiful pieces in your 
head some got destroyed 
or gave up and went home 
to a mixed-up was or died 
stand there and take it 
it's the day its words 
like locks sorely tested 
or hand in hand say done. 
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Don't 

Anybody who wants wants 
anybody everybody the 
world as particular felt 
experience and in such 
wise the world become 
possession accumulations 
of or memory my stuff we 
say keep your hands off 
my money my wife my time 
perhaps the loveliest 
unattainable and so 
sought after one fiction 
desperate cry behind it 
world gone to hell and 
the people likewise we 
afraid to loose it all 
don 't leave me we say. 
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Stand There and Take It 

Who 'll come for you now 
the good guys and dolls 
a blue so far gone into 
the blue a place to trace 
a goddamn transitive mode 
stupid for words were what 
look up yours ways and means 
sky bright azure for days 
there were about three 
no one will come for you now pal 
you made your bed you'll 
die in it turned out to 
be just human care I'd 
wanted a no more lonely 
company or someone's 
simple hand to hold. 
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Mind 

Light 's grey day 
slow slanting sleet 
alive you 're alone 
so in mind are lights 
memories of persons 
when young weathers 
they lived in they 
knew why or what 
and you just knew 
how and it's all still 
going on back there 
today 's tomorrow 
soon there 'll be 
more lights places 
faces you haven't 
thought of yet. 
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Beveled 

What had one wanted so to be 
edge of faint morning light 
the dim grey over the high ridge 
a tree in winter blunt roads 
or someone's loving hand that 
touched your hand everything's 
here everything' s now so be 
of good cheer you there you with 
the glasses on a beef bowl a 
punch bowl what the hell it was 
another transitive mode bright 
stacks of meaningless elegance of 
lines and scattered light 
powdery in the dim the stars. 
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Biography 

To find your way home on city 
streets years ago to go home 
to whom not chat one feeling 
dizzy a little loose maybe 
wavering even whose things got 
lost or broken in the chop chop 
not paying very close attention 
to the blanks as far as we know 
a messy fascination with what is 
ephemeral what is cast-off say 
paper you were chinking of color 
drumming she'd written on anything 
no buses so no money the adult of 
the human the merely depiccive and 
words chat were hard to say in chose 
stately chose far-flung boroughs. 
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1. 

Devin Johnston 

Vacations 

"Profit is nothing but dead weight "

souvemrs, 

with their "provoking legend of absence," 

cannot rise 

from the lava fields where they lie. 

These are "objects as though made up 

by sailors 

for loved ones ," scarfing in the stem 

of schooners 

the broken sentence of a family line . 

One finds "sadness at leaving stones " 

yet never-

theless clambers into diligences; 

a cinder , 

dispelling summer, rides che horizon. 
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2. 

"Walking up and down in it," 

would you read? 

"Then name this bird without a gun"

break your word-

find a shelter where there was none. 

"Dear Night": at what great remove 

"under skies" 

will passages prove my love 

in terri-

tories which defy "the Gov'nour." 

The forest falling silent is 

the Mohook 

nation all around us 

and their hoop 

leaves a hole, but not a broken 

sassafras. 

To return: 
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3. 

I had not minded distance, not 

travelling, 

but describing a circumference, 

and had thought 

to take from circumstance 

if the sleeper cast its form . When 

the cowbird 

lays its egg in foreign 

clutches, words 

may cede their place for passages. 

Then, I had not minded distance 

to or from 

your "hidden glade, " across the un

shadowed main, 

for I had yet to hear your name . 
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Inkling 

1. 

"Inkling" derives from a whisper, 
the chirp of a foundling 
inside of its listener. 

Note the cryptic color, 
and slurred "poor wi.11 weep or will" 

at dusk: 

the nightjar's throat 's a dark.ling space 
(the only ghost to haunt chis place) 
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2. 

The brood arising gives "an incklyng 
of his secound cummyng." 

"If blood were ink 
and blows were pens, 
I'd blot in sand 
a black orthography!" 

"O spare your dark.ling labours, 
without use or urgency" 
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3. 

"Darkling" is down-falling night/ 
is Milton's word 

for psychokinesis of birds . 

Blot of wing 

and feather's susurration: 

a nightjar passes, cancelling 
everything in its path 
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The Ghost 

God knows, a ghost is something: 

a clear derivation, 

sunlight's decision 

to keep from forgetting. 

In Highgate, follow the angled way 

to where some local 

''.SL'E/EPS" "J'Jf LOo/l'Jf(] 'Jvl.P/.MO<R__,'Y'' 

since "1862 " 

incised upon a standing stone 
with angels' wings, the birth 

obliterated. Flesh 

cancelled, breath fled, 

is the ghost a bone? 

Or bury the carcass of a cow: 
"swarms of bees will hive" 

"out of the beeve," 

as sparks disperse across the yard. 

Or else, a ghost is formed from water: 

in time, convection lifts 

our river from its course, 

to cast a cloud, and drop again as rain. 

Everyone knows a daisy's not a ghost, 

but what of lily, 

whose dogtooth bulb survives the frost? 
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Departing, do I leave 
"my love?" Is ghost its fear

aghast from g h e i s -, 
"as I am from my mother?" 

0 genetic ghost! Proofs are in the tomb, 

yet something lingers on . 

Is it the old words arisen 
"in shrouds," or children's "crib," reborn? 
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John Eliot's Bible, c. 1651 

Amos Alcott said 

that which is visible is dead 

Algonquian letters 

burn as moribund stars 

my acetylene lamp 

perforates through damp nights 

Fires for Fox and Mass

achusetts fire the sky 

over Natick-no printer's pie 

nummatchekodtantamooonganunnonash 

spells no more than our lusts; 

the praying Indian towns refrain 

lullaby to bounty 

till I come again 
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Andrew Schelling 

from: The Road to Ocosingo 

In Augusc of 1995 I craveled co Mexico wich poec Anne Waldman, 
novelise Rikki Ducornet, and psychoanalyse Jonathan Cohen. The plan: to 
meet in Mexico City, a high altitude mountain-ring' cl city, currently most 
populous on the planet, where Elsa Cross and David Huerca had scheduled 
a reading for us at Casa del Poeta. Then after a few days among poets , co 
head south into Chiapas State. Chiapas holds three intertwined fascina
tions. Cities and pyramids of classic Maya antiquity; contemporary Tzeltal 
and Tzotzil speaking villages in misty pine forest highlands; and some
where, out there, threading jungle paths as they elude che Mexican military, 
the EZLN-Zapacista army with its eloquent shadowy elders whose 
communiques sound like a blend of MesoAmerican shamanism & 20th 
century postmodern poetics. 

The journey an effort coward investigative poetics . An attempt by a few 
Norte American scholar poets to learn what we could of the temper of 
Mexico, co see what we might find out firsthand and not just from hearsay. 
To take notes like students or spies, to keep our eyes and ears open, and to 

carry a load of books for the work. This despite how we'd heard the 
Zapatistas were disburdening reading material from their rucksacks. 
"Because you're loaded with books doesn 't mean someone else offers to 

carry your ammunition," a subcomandante had said co his interviewer. I 
wanted to stare inco skeletal eyes of Palenque ruler Pacal, search out Sor 
Juana de Asbaje's mysterious poems , see Frida Kahlo's paintings , and 
witness the EZLN climate in a Mexico crembling with uncertainty-

Those who go by night said, "And we see that this way of 
governing that we name is no longer the way for the many, 
we see that it is the few who now command, and they 
command without obeying . .. " 
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1 A UGUST 1995 
Mexico City 

First discovery must be a result of NAFTA, 6 pesos to the dollar on the 
imperialist exchange rate. The local economy crashes, and a few cents left 
in the pocket. 

Long taxi ride in from the airport , a quick shower, and down to the bar for 
beer with lime, and cacahuater--peanuts. How orient yourself in a city 
home to 10 million people? 2240 metres altitude-a high plateau - and 
after slight rain the air tastes good, not yet the noxious stuff Mexican friends 
warned of. So read up on the Mexica--

(meh-SHEE-kah) or Aztec 

and find them grim, weird, as their art had suggested
their seat of cleric power Tenochtitlan (partly excavated from under the 
modern City's z6calo) . In 1487 priests consecrated new temple to 
Huitzilopochtli , the ceremony stretched to four days. Sacrificial victims 
taken during war & raiding campaigns were arrayed in four columns, each 
row of prisoners extending three miles out through the maize fields. 
20,000 human hearts, maybe more, torn out to favor the gods over four 
grisly days. What drug inspired them? Finally the priests, whipped with 
exertion, called it quits .. . . 

So we go down after dark to the z6calo to see the old ruins. Luckily 
a loose flyer touches us with tender simplicity-

Sor Juana 
y la cultura barroca 

Entrada Gratis 

concerning lovely poet Sor Juana Inez de la Cruz who as a child cut her hair 
short & vowed to keep it that way-until she had taught herself many 
scholarly things . "For I am but ignorant and tremble .. .. " 
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Off a massive colonial stone building flutters the banner for another 
exhibit-Torture Instruments of European Origin. With a picture of some 
grim machine. 

For a long shot of tequila 
served with tiny tumbler of 
red fluid 

sangrita 
a little blood 

tomato & orange juice 
just a dash of something 
to spice it 

At Cafe de T acuba a crowd eating late. Floral tiles-yellow , blue & white 
on the floor. Brass lamps from high darkwood rafters, noisy whitewalls soar 
with tall paintings of Mexican heroes. Sor Juana in her white nun 's habit, 
big medallion over her breasts, looks across the crowded room as we eat. 

10:00 p.m. Caterina 

Chicken in mole sauce 
flaming red peppers and roasted chocolate 
it was the 
17th century 

-twelve year old Moghul princess from Delhi 
seized off Malabar coastline 
by pirates 
perfume of mango & coconut 
spicing the offshore wind 

-& sold in Manila 
the open market. 
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Her new owners 
transport her to Acapulco in chains 
-tossed by waves in the ship's hold 
her terror-
where a savagely pious couple from Puebla puts down 
some money 

& presses the strange girl 
into religious training. 

Known as Caterina de San Juan 
la China Poblana becomes a renowned mystic 

fearsome austerities 
miracles & healings attend her 

In her adobe quarters she lifts 
color' d threads 
out of her visions 
& embroiders on cotton blouses , shawls & skirts 

what she sees-

flashing ruby, bright magenta, parakeet yellow, turquoise, gold & silver 

flowers & birds rise through the 
stitchwork 
courtyard animals 

serpents 

The style spreads through New Spain 
& becomes "typico " 

-costume of the Mexican peasant
a sort of 19th century chic 
says the guidebook. 

While Caterina leans over 
her fabric 
nuns at Santa Rosa convent 
-under patronage of the Bishop of Puebla 

(Sor Juana's shrewd adversary) 
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devise on the 
occasion of a visit from New Spain's viceroy 
an unknown dish. 
Caterina's hand is involved 

visions back there in the kitchen-
chiles & spices, roasted & separately ground on stone platters 

chipotle, peanuts, almonds, aniseed, garlic 
then steep'd in oily chocolate brought up 

from the South-
A dark pungent sauce 
wild it seems 

back there on the palate a hint 
something distant & sweet-
In Mexico there's been 
nothing like it 
it is the way food has been cook'd for centuries 

in India 
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2 A UGUST early a.m . 

All night poisonous dreams-modern torture instruments-
Wake while it 's still dark & search through the guidebook which says of 
Tuxda, capital of Chiapas State, one must not miss "probably Mexico 's 
best zoo. " 

Ocelot , jaguar , puma, tapir, red macaw, boa constrictor, & the monkey
eating harpy eagle. 

But it 's set on grounds next to Cerro Hueco Prison-federales interrogate 
captured EZLN warriors-within-
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11 p.m. 

Jorge Hernandez fetches us for drive out to a distant restaurant. Conver
sation about Mexican politics as we wheel through the streets. Jorge 's a 
historian. Patiently he lays out for us the major events since Zapata and 
Pancho Villa. A careful driver, tall, distinguished black rim glasses and 
smooth clothes, up north I'd spot him for a cop. Better English vocabulary 
than most of my countrymen. He hates to get dressed he tells me, or go out 
of the house. Days on end bent over historical documents in his pajamas. 
Then dresses impeccably to go forth and harangue some newspaper editor. 
Jorge writes fiction, and is translating three of Rikki 's stories. 

A year ago Colosio 's people asked Jorge to become a speechwriter for the 
Presidential campaign. He delayed a week-had to attend an academic 
conference in San Diego. That 's why he missed Tijuana where a "lone 
gunman " pushed through the crowd & shot Colosio three times in the 
head . "I've been to cockfights . Someone pulls out a pistol & shoots in the 
air-too much tequila, or too much excitement . Yes! six or seven guns 
going off in a moment! Bang bang bang bang . This is Mexico. Everyone 's 
a pistolero. " 

A long cool look. "There were forty-three guns in the crowd that day. And 
nobody else pulled a pistol? Come on. This is Mexico ." 

On the way back from dinner we see a 24 hour flower market.Jorge begins 
a ballad, low, scarcely audible. "I haven't bought flowers for my sweetheart 
in over a week. Nor a guitarist." And gives us the lowdown on choosing a 
mariachi to woo your beloved. There they are, smoking cigarettes along the 
edge of the park in sequin'd suits. 
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2 AUGUST At night among books 
Hotel Maria Cristina 

Sound of a t.v. draws us to the news 
uniform' d men unload 
plastic body bags from a military helicopter-

Cantares Mexicano 
I find thumbing through 
Miguel Leon-Portilla 's book , 
account of a 
Nahuatl manuscript housed in the National Library
Poets are there referred to as 

"forgers of song" 
are declared to inhabit the flower world-world of charm' d verse-

They shall not wither, my flowers 
They shall not cease, my songs 

In 1490 lord Tecayehuaczin, prince ofHuexotzinco, convenes a meeting 
of poets-masters of song-from all over the region. He secs out mats in 
his orchard, under shady ahuehuete trees. The poets pass tobacco and 
foaming terracotta mugs of chocolate. Their conversation survives, pre
served in a single colorful manuscript inscribed on parchment of beaten 
bark. Tecayehuaczin asks his guests to speculate on the origins of flowers 
& song. It is a curious compound metaphor in Nahuatl-Leon-Portilla 
explains it as "flowers-and-song "-a single intricate term denoting the 
luminous sphere of poetry. 

Is it possible, inquires Lord T, by the use of flowers and song, to encounter 
true words on earth? to meet with some restful emotion chat endures? or 
is it human face to vanish, the brief taste of a good song all you can hope 
for, and chat vanishing too-? 

Grizzled poet Ayocuan expels smoke through both nostrils & after a long 
period of silence declares his belief chat flowers and songs are gifts of the 
gods. Where they originally come from is anyone's guess. And no, it is 
beyond his power to say whether they survive in the world-after-death . 
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Will I have to go like the flowers that perish? 
Will my name mean nothing on earth? 

Others in the company - the pragmatists - insist we inhabit a perishable 
world, there exists no evidence that anything survives past our lifetimes. 
Only flowers & songs, they suggest, can dispel our innate sadness. 

Lord Xayacamach of Tlaxcala likens flowers & song to magic mushrooms 
gathered in the mountains . A reliable technique to intoxicate the heart, to 
forget human grief in a fabulous hallucinatory world that tastes more real 
than everyday life. But ah, when the mushrooms wear off, when the 
fantastic world fades and all the contours of daily existence emerge once 
again-one returns to oneself, empty, restless, disconsolate. 

Lord T. finally closes the refined philosophical gathering. He thanks his 
guests, passes out small gifts of appreciation, and as the final comment falls 
to him asserts that flowers & song-if they cannot bring true words to earth 
or resolve the troubling question of what survives into the next world-at 
least make possible the reunion of cherished friends. And perhaps that's 
enough . Everyone shares a last quiet cup of chocolate as crepuscular 
shadows lengthen beneath the ahuehuete trees. 

Another day in the flower world has passed. 
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3 AU GUST 

T eotihuacan 

Drove out this morning in Elsa's car. 
Small poet with smart black hair & immense hazel-gray eyes-she looks at 
you like any moment something unexpectedly brilliant will get said. Here 
the Aztec ruins dwarf us, great rippling feathered serpents twist along the 
Quetzelcoatl banisters. Elsa teaches Asian philosophy at the University, 
wears black sneakers & a vast loose-fitting black shirt.Walking the ancient 
boulevard out to the pyramids she & I compare thoughts on subtle points 
in Bhagavad Gita-just two old brahmins by the Ganges-

Temple of Butterflies 
is the monumental 
pyramid 

show your ticket and mount the high steep stairs 
battered summit 
peer through brown industrial haze at far mountains 

& try to memorize the landscape
important for the next life. 

It's mariposa in Spanish "perching one" 
says Elsa 

French papillon 
different root in Italian also-I recall-

Germans call it 
schmetterling 

faifalla 

so where did "butterfly " come from? 

Them lndo-European rambling people, hard storm out of Caucasus 
horses & cattle driving the dust-
splitting up, some go east across Indus 

some west to Dublin , others south to the sea 
and butterfly emerges only-later-? 
not known 
back in the homeland. Birch. Oak. 
Proto-Indo-European Trees. 
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This one pulses burnt orange wings 
on grey stone 
rufus & ivory eye-patterns rippling . 
Looks like a monarch from California 

thousands arc in migration, high over the planet 
to collect in a single tree 
near Afio N ueva 

1200 species of mariposa 
found in Chiapas. Among my notes: get a good 

field guide-
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C ASA DEL PO ETA ALVARO O BREGON 73, CoLO NIA ROMA 

David Huerta & Tedi Lopez both know Subcomandante Marcos of the 
EZLN. "I looked up his dissertation when the government published his 
name," Tedi tells me- "you could see it instantly-he quotes from himself 
in the early communiques." Now in newspaper photos she sees familiar 
mouth and eyes through the ski mask-grey curls of his beard-he was her 
professor-
and you know his sex network in the jungle-? 

-sex network? 

Oh yes! Women in bungalows. Everywhere. He is a great sex 
symbol! 

If he's on Internet everyday & uses cellular phones in the forest, how come 
the government hasn't found him? Once a search party came on his pipe, 
still smoking from hasty departure (saw a photo in the paper up north). 
What exactly are USA military advisors doing down there? Suspect things 
would get clear if we had answer to that one. 

"We do not know who the military are" says David over coffee. (Next 
morning.) 
"We know who the generals are. We know who the soldiers are. But the 
mid-level officers-everyone above sergeant-we do not know who they 
are." I take him to mean the new military-the guys who go to the 
Academ y-their loyalty might not stick with 
old-boy Narco-Democrat order. 

Villagers herded onto a bus 
it is doused with gasoline & 
set aflame. Other side of the line 

they won 't let journalists cross-

a few witnesses in from the jungle. 
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4 AUGUST 

T uxtla de Gutierrez to San Cristobal de las Casas 

The airport's a military base. Black & olive helicopter gunships 
out at the runway. Everyone's relaxed though, and after negotiations 
we get a swift little Nissan car and head towards the mountains. Dusk, 
dramatic pine hills uplifted like camel humps. Mist rising from tiny 
creeks make the forests vague and enticing. Feathery pines. 
Splendid flowers whose names I don't know, spill down torn-up 
embankments onto the road. We notice red dirt 
eroding in sludge rivulets along the twisty road as we rise. 
Little homesites everywhere cut from the hillside, 
stacks of firewood-and rain washes the soil out. 

Men wear pink flowery shirts and turn away from our headlights. 

At San Cristobal 
the road in from Tuxda patrolled by big grey trucks 

the Pemex Station particularly guarded 
where Zapatistas gave the gov't a particular slap

taking over Mexican oil 
for a whole day 
even if it's just a few pumps 
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Denise Newman 

Human Forest 

Wind under the dark 
sky tosses disposition about 
''I'm sorry" shadows 
bough bent back 
to breaking 
Not aiming for bliss 
needing only 
the good fit 

Tell us please, what is personal? 

* 

Filling in sky with meaning 
"There'll be hell to pay" 
We who make our 
own stories 
must control 
chem he says 
rolling shape over 
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Girls wipe themselves 
arched over holes 
w1pmg 
front to back 
as if petting mice 
There's an old 
saying in America 

What a steal! 

* 

Ache tightens 
over dark earth 
laid shut 
Relax ... 
the traveler 
brings only good things. 
But is there help for one 
in someone else's longing? 
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Shape pressing 
dead leaves legs 
splayed like twigs 
face down thinking
there is no 
face on it 

* 

It 's what lies concealed 
chat makes commerce erotic 
Slipping into liquid green 

youths learn of time 
as something passing. 
Bidders call from the shore: 
Come on, 
show us what you're worth 
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Darker than violet 
taut shape bouncing 
pushing it into mouth 
suggested 
a night lapped round 
by promise 

* 

Leaf buds 
extended on thin necks 
to mirrors 
asking: How will we 
know when it's love? 

Girls are already beyond knowing. 
No natural rutting 
season to speak of 
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Story turns and asks, 
do you like it? 

Wanting a good deal 
all around not possible 
Little hole ripping in grass 
really .. . I do really . . . love you 

We have to make shapes 
for their contradictions 

* 

Ache loosens 
off its hinges 
spreads a moist 
forest floor 
this parting wants 
another perspective 

sometimes empty 
is enough 
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Travelers who 
pay for experience 
are leaves gathered in 
mounds and burned .. . 
To cherish above all 
images that 
devour 

* 

Were I actually 
hungry I would 
never tell you 
she says with 
the "so there" lilt 
of the already 
captured 
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Broken off, alone as 
an odd fragment 
lacking its own function 
their words are fragile 
dots drawn in 
between stars 

Please, don 't take it personally 

* 

Fingers of light shoot 
down between pines 
prying forest open 

"scene of crime" 
some shapes crouched under 
sky gray torment 

To sell a life cheap 
as was sold to promise 
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Kim Rosenfield 

Bushel: Collaboration & the Gender of Genre 
-or-

Why Do Women Collaborate? 

IN COLLABORATION : 

a woman becomes a collective. 

we breathe an "atmosphere of female approval " (Chesler). 

history, with its isolation and painful errors, puts us all in the driver's seat. 

The meaning of challenging and vanquishing becomes a swan balancing a 
doughnut on her beak. 

According to H.C. Robinson 's Diary (1869) "a body of poor students assist 
the more wealthy but less advanced. " 

Woman is an open system (Waldman) . 

men are located first in the organization of production (Chodorow) . 

we are free of hairsplitting and condescension . 

we are in "the realm of the mothers " Qung) . 

we are not "ministering angels to the needs and comforts of men " (Freud) . 

we can "spin with the planets and flow with the sea" (Lupton). 

power is multiplied and/or subverted. 

the feminine process is relational. 
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Dove becomes only one quarter cleansing cream, each of the ingredients 
contributing to the soap as a whole. 

There emerges a cooperative, rather than competitive, ideology. 

there's less natural sexual harassment . 

went: 

Lucy & Ethel 
Gertrude and Alice 
Black Bread #4 
Judy Chicago's Dinner Party 
Charlie's Angels 
The Gorilla Girls 
Chain # 1 Chains 
United Ladies Garment Workers 

his unconscious wish to devour his mother is staved off. 

It's a more fun pajama party. 

men use less ink. 

You can forget, for a moment, the construction workers' lunch break. 

Personality/dynamics dictate form. 

"T HE MAKING OF THE MEANING IS HOW IT CAME INTO QUESTION" (Child). 

We can toss our sanitary napkins and let our blood drip to the floor. 

We can unbind our poetic "feet ." 

there's no more collabefaction. 

the fertile writer unites in labor. 
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Our lips speak together. 

One group does not aim to get power over the other. 

Women's property is not "in pieces." 

there's a sense of biol psycho/ social wholeness. 

the participants toss a delicious salad. 

it's a hymen 's marketplace. 

you can tell the story of a collaboration. 

you can share the collaboration with the intent of increasing human rights 
and justice. 

You don't have to keep it short, stick to the agenda, and invite only those 
who can contribute. 

hierarchies are "freeee to fly .. . fly away ... high away .... " 

He can be updated with his direct collaboration. 

rescued Keeshounds can find a new home. 

The woman-tie among women is tied. 

"Smelling out witches" is entirely, essentially absent. 
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Rodrigo Toscano 

from: Arbiter 

Debts dissed, banks tailspinning out of control. 
Time for cake-making, kids' games, strident chants. 

I.D. cards, ATM cards, green cards - flags 
In a dumpster, alongside some filmstrip. 

Older people having many struggles. 
You hear this on the one route: rent, food, health. 

The slightest rocking agonizes him. 
This one has trouble hearing, that one shakes. 

Arbiter, lone rider in the moon's groove 
Three-quarter groove, help us speak multiples. 

City of gasoline, you were waiting, 
You're about to embrace me, bur don't, yet. 

Rivers of light, we've come from all places 
And remorse at the thought of just floating. 

Clothing of finger flesh, they had been here, 
Toiled in fear of the present and future. 

Bones of tilled soil, she's about to fall, rise 
Like a loaf of bread made with care, for ten . 

Two steps and I'm there, the newspaper stand, 
Skewed images behind the glass - allured. 

ROSTOCK, Germany. Right-wing rioters 
Turn immigrant hostel into furnace. 
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Here, in front, a car waits for a green light. 
Sounds in the air from mixed sources - shudder. 

New rap crews dissin' courts , let's celebrate. 
Some still need to sharpen views on gender. 

Four steps back, now three steps forward, now one 
Roll the dice and we land at Policy. 

Racist youth will be re-educated. 
Fomenters at the highest levels, shot . 

Olive branch brokers, myself in part that 
Winced at that, yet we'll have to grapple that. 

Daytime into night, silhouettes of palms. 
Roots , trunks, fronds, sun cells, conspiring as dusk. 

They were in a library, four floors up. 
Outside the windows - part-worlds, in process -

Coursing through books for memory's outcome 
Margins, could they begin to measure them. 

And nerves strike. And causality wants food. 
Plus there 's institutions to digest you. 

More specifically, contradiction 's map, 
Rings of dancers re-link; pathos of chance. 

Then one asked, how can we resume from here? 
Then one asked, a quien quieres conocer? 

Stairs made of steel rattle when you run down; 
Wristwatch cursed, thighs surging, value of lungs. 

"To meet your contact be there at seven"; 
Big glass doors (open them), value of hands. 
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Bus waiting; gasoline as still liquid; 
Copper coil to the starter; one key sparks. 

Once upon a time tomorrow's not here. 
Leningrad, if you leave I can't stop you. 

Thorns, bush, by the seaside these cliffs of brush. 
The spanish mission some five miles inland. 

Missionaries tour in eastern europe 
Promise heaven's prize , worldly cobwebs. 

Trear as context chis clear image of FUCK. 
Play chis out, leap gaps, re-land at Verdicts. 

Mini-malls smashed to pieces, stuff dragged out. 
Lyrics of History's Raw Deeds, fun, fierce, true. 

L, 0 , (six - green) C , I, "Loci", between 
Loci, (five - red) between auguries, sparks. 

Who's told them it wasn 't timely , "exact"? 
Pistons burn fuel, la gente, espacio. 

Middle-class carping toucans flaunting beaks. 
The "sixties" teacher caged into a vote. 

The warden grants one permission to pee. 
The groundsguard checks his pass, the bell rings fence. 

Don't loiter in halls nor malls nor parks. Curb 
10 p.m., I just peeled off my wristwatch. 

Ditch alongside the road made of concrete; 
Younger scribes there with spray cans move like cats. 

Trolley rolls by, I hate my life, who said? 
Was the wonderful taste of ice-cream, kiss. 
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Take me co the place called Purple Mountain. 
A small quake, yet things still seem distant, coiled. 

Skiffs on display; steep stairs, old wood (off-white); 
A little cautious since the streets are hushed . 

You're coming back? Between the buildings - song. 
Kwimuk , "cloud that hangs over the mountain." 

Trolley tracks clatter, the carts are quick red . 
Night , it must be an hour since it began. 

Splintering part-worlds in process - Future 
Value of mixed speech, in relative terms. 

Sky's pattern of smoldering blue flowers; 
12th street , remand along the sidewalk, stroll. 

Tuve una experiencia no mia. 
Mds que eso, la tuve contigo. 

The y stopped at Mcdonalds and just sat there 
Lost, a kind of direction, when it 's lived. 

Busses pass, diminishing toward midnight. 
A man some ten feet away stumbled, slept. 

Police, migra, mierda, patrolling there. 
A big billboard sign about some movie: 

Fantasies for males: pistols, fast cars: Pills 
Again, surface, sex-less sexiness, coin. 

A cat in the gas station 's grassy patch 
Made him real sad, I wondered why, scrawled it. 

Hotel s. Yellow lights - what matter colors? 
I mean, here, what ideas are being played? 
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Roll And so, the masses bear the brunt - right? 
And so, only as the masses - can pounce. 

"Take it to a higher level" - that 's right! 
But we'll need an outlook for that - which one? 

Two , Three , but has to strike the power box. 
They were back afoot in the new decade. 

Check it out: Every time we' re onto this 
We get neatly shelved into some pawnshop. 

A hole in matter to reach space, who wants? 
A hole in space to reach matter, who wants? 
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Tina Rotenberg 

No Name No Number No Address 

I 

"We take all the necessary precautions, but not for living, for dying." 
Thomas Bernhard 

The trouble with memory. Every time we touch it, we relive its shame. So 
much wanting to be forgotten; and yet, if there is anything that can be 
recalled in great detail, it is these memories, these remnants. 

Crawling underneath a house, a house that was 
like everything else, a stranger to her. 
Searching for clues to her quest-torn bits 
of paper with writing on them, a mangled telephone book, red 
plastic bands, letters addressed to anonymous persons. Each piece 
oflitter gave her more hope that she was getting closer. He was just 
in front of her, or slyly coming up from behind. She had patience, 
infinite patience, underneath the house, in the darkness of 
interminable nights. Sooner or later she would meet him face to 
face. 

He led her on this labyrinthine passage between this world of 
obscure hints and a time beyond the present, a time of fervently 
desired false redemption. 

She waited in the shadows of St. Elizabeths. She was sure he was 
in there, needing her, and if she could just hear his voice, she would 
be in his arms in a minute. 

She climbed in a truck with a man who took her to a room with pink 
lace curtains. He fell asleep without touching her. As the first light 
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of morning entered the room, her sleepless night culminated with his 
love-making. When he was finished, he drove her back to rhe place 
he'd found her the night before. 

Dinner with the Hassidim. She slept in the basement with the dirty 
laundry that filled the room with the smell of urine. Here was her 
lost family. She was fed, clothed , housed without questions. The 
father was very pale with clear white skin. 

In the basement at home packing up her dolls, their dresses and 
furniture. All through the night , packing , in the room where she 
always felt fear. 

"Assuredly, I will speak coaxingly to her and lead her through the 
wilderness and speak to her tenderly." Hosea 2:16 

He led her down 
to the playground 
She was the only one 
visible 
Yer he spoke to her 
of secrets 
she soon forgot 

He took her 
tenderly 
to the desert 
deprived her 
of her pride 
and prayed 
for her 

She was so frightened 
like a child 
falling 
with all her toys 
broken around her 
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II 

"We should show life neither as it is nor as it ought to be, but as we see it 
in our dreams." 

Anton Chekhov 

We don't have our dreams; we just have our delusions. 

When she met him at the airport, he claimed to be a famous scientist. 
He had deduced this from the deference of the stewardesses on the 
plane. He was sure the other passengers were aware of his 
importance. He garnered evidence which he proffered to her to 
prove his imaginary identity. 

(September 23, 1985. I don't have any problems with either your 
privacy or your telephone and never intended to deny you the right 
to have both. We disagree over my tone of voice. Since I own my 
voice, I think you must believe me when I say that I didn 't intend 
any sarcasm before you got angry.) 

III 

"Since the twins are, essentially, one, that which affects one part affects the 
other and whatever disease or accident may beset one twin is understood 
to threaten the other; and their violent separation may lead to disaster." 

Maya Deren 

They sat in a circle. It was his birthday. He gave her books. Big, 
brightly colored art books, books to save her, to collect and capture 
her , to draw her into his mental circle. His face was flushed, 
disturbed and excited. When she refused his gifts, he looked hurt 
and perturbed. He wanted so badly to give her something, 
everything. He was confused by her reluctance. She thought the 
others understood and would help him . But that was the last time the 
four of them sat together in that house . 
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She rode the train out of town. When she arrived, she crossed the 
lawn of the college and the snow seeped into her boots. Her feet 
were wet throughout the afternoon. She tried to rise to the occasion. 
But a deep depression was crawling its way back to her. How could 
she leave him, even for a day, to find her way into her own future? 

After she left the city, she heard rumours of wild buying sprees-a 
condominium for old people, a car phone, paintings, and an eight 
thousand dollar brooch . 

Later came the knowledge of where he'd been, the terrible regrets, 
the desire to get rid of all his expensive acquisitions, and, of course, 
his worst depression, lasting for months , keeping him a prisoner of 
his hated possessions. 

(September 25, 1985 Yorn Kippur. It seems that the basis of my 
sins over the past few years lies in the way I treat myself.) 

IV 

"All the horrors of the dark cupboard of illness." 
Virginia Woolf 

The memories sink their teeth into our skins. They torment us at night with 
images of who we might have been. We live, some of us, we continue to 

live, with recurrent waking dreams of these terrible interruptions, 
frightening months, isolated within our minds, without recourse to the 
disappearance of what we fear all the time. 

Years later she learned that he had sat for an hour with a knife at his 
throat. Her only question: Why didn't you tell me? In your mind, 
was I so far from your experience that you couldn't speak of it? 
Those silences of yours. My silences. Hadn't we both earned them 
equally? 
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(September 25, 1985 Foster confidence in myself by saying less 
about sensitive issues in my life ... or rather just by saying less 
period.) 

She sat with him in a cafe. His face was immobile, except for a 
barely perceptible tremor. She had the impression of pressed peat 
turning to coal over thousands of years. He said very little. Just a 
look of self-imposed stillness, covering a struggle to mask all 
disturbing emotions. He was the only one of the three of them 
who recognized where she had gone. 

(September 23, 1985 This is a good illustration of the importance of 
keeping issues separate in an argument and the importance of 
sticking to the issues that are important to you. A fast talker will 
try to rearrange the issues by picking on little details that you don't 
express correctly. 

It also points out how crucial it is to be careful about what you say 
so that you don't leave them a new issue to divert the argument.) 

You slept. 
And disturbed, wrathful angels 
burned it. 
Burned your dreams. 

And disturbed, wrathful angels 
burned your soul, 
your body. 

Rafael Alberti 

V 

Memory reconfigures the past into something else, but something remote? 
Dreamed once and then forgotten? Details seem significant. The last 
shards of a time that lifts us to yet another lost terrain that only we can 
recog01ze. 
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Lovingly they put her to bed. Hovered over her. She lay on a single 
mattress on the floor, and in the morning she awoke to the smell of 
bacon cooking. C. knew all the bird calls in their part of the country . 
L. was gentle and passive. Her eyes looked like she had sunk 
beneath a pressure bigger than herself and made peace with her 
burden . They ate only cucumbers. His shoulders were slightly 
hunched and chin. His eyes were beautiful in a face chat was 
basically nondescript. He labored slowly over a paper on Milton . 

They read co her from Aces. They beamed down upon her , exhorted 
her , and struggled with her soul. But her mind escaped chem. 
Suddenly, she threw off her blankets and her nightgown , jumped 
up, cowering above chem , then walked into the kitchen, and pissed 
on the wood floor. 

She ran outside through the wet grasses and hid among the trees. 
They called to her seductively, cursed her, threatened her. They 
were sure she was possessed by the devil. 

She was in love with A. Bue the intensity of the attraction , and its 
recurrence in the face of his professed lack of interest was strange. 
Was it his name? Certainly A. had enough attractive qualities along 
with a problem with commitment which , by itself, drew her to chose 
whom she was safe to love precisely because they would never stay 
with her. 

(March 11, 1985 The evening chat we rented a movie together 
(which she wanted to do), she pulled out the couch into a bed, 
became relatively passionate and aggressive but one week lacer cold 
me chat she didn't initially feel like kissing me chat night.) 
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VI 

She burned everything that was black in her apartment. Everything 
that he had given her , that reminded her of him. A book of poems 
arranged like pictures and a cover with big black letters. Black 
clothes. Black photographs. 

He stood naked, waiting in the hallway for her. He smelled heavily 
of sleep and fear. 

Out in the pitch of night. The numbers on rhe houses held mystical 
meanings. She let them lead her to him . She felt no cold, though the 
night was deep and piercing. 

She pulled a fire alarm, then told rhe firemen, who stopped her on 
her walk, that she had seen nobody. And when she reached the end 
of the road, she saw a phoenix on the college plaza rising like dust 
into the night air. 

VII 

Works of art chat move, tremble away from themselves. There is no 
affirmation, no statement, no final realization. The artist uses this 
negativiry to speak. From the inevitable self-rejection comes the 
necessiry of articulation. It is the articulation of a stare of speechlessness; 
it is words breaking forth from strangulation. 

(December 23, 1990 In situations where I feel wronged, I must 
pause and reflect before reacting. There are so many reasons why an 
indignant or self-righteous verbal counter-attack is nor helpfol.) 

April 7, 1982 I come to the place of my self, broken in little pieces 
of mirrors. I come to rhe place I hoped passionately to avoid. I 
arrive here knowing I can never arrive, char this is the point that 
refuses all resistance. I come wrestling with my escapes. 
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Drew Milne 

from: The Slaughter Bench 

Harbour lung, the gash 
come to falter, a chiasm 
even as bulbs burst into 
savage integument, even 
as that rag doll rots, just 
0.3mg short of opening 
fury, what arcs along its 
shifting tread and shade. 

Still, its specific charge 
burns through, held on 
thrown reliefs, to walk 
upon some broken cart 
on juice , to do its drail 
upon over-cooked stag 
fleece, across a prosaic 
clutch of dormant plant. 
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No point in harking or 
come hard knit brows 
into plunging fogs of 
low droop , decked in 
hoots which slope off 
into mobile sucklings, 
these ganglion nuclei , 
their blooming fumes . 

Nor even a last laugh 
where a case of easy 
cuddles, that shudder 
of, say, the fish head 
in collects of hand to 
mouth , ends on bent 
knees, its dead simple 
ligature of gored lace. 
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So reek to high havoc, 
our wild use numbers 
flow bland , wrecks in 
aggregates, equipment 
so full for the duration 
on smatterings, a sere 
bulk of data , bone high 
and laid out opal bales. 

Fly me to our room of 
least computed mocks, 
each burden of roof to 
lifts of dismal brine in 
aquatinted scars, brave 
drills tuning a shunned 
or bouncing lunge, the 
balmy night has come. 
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Volt pace to pale tide, 
palp lip to dupe head, 
fugitive colours spill 
one more cold shawl 
of pink, a mere strain 
of the dead lift, a love 
writhing, where can a 
lie of its dog-star rage. 

It is a crying frame, a 
mortified hinge, lava 
preys upon itself, the 
blood bows, scent of 
salt to rub along with 
and behold each atom, 
perfume of reason, its 
skein in akeing plume. 
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Go, then, to the rent 
look where all show 
of bitter ends, crust 
and rosette, simmer 
and knife, throws its 
face to the wall , each 
skipping drift of dark 
in its resting clutches. 

And in the red corner, 
done dusted, there to 

sink, as some pillow 
of rested cases, each 
upon its broken foam, 
the plaster gives, not 
in circles of the wire 
but out of our hearing. 
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Will Alexander 

Above a Marred Poetic Zodiac and Its Confines 

. .. a metaphysics of the unfor gettable . 
-Gaston Bachelard 

The reality now accrues concerning the poets ' leap beyond marred 
verbal zones of pedestrian psychic levels, beyond their anti-transgressives, 
beyond their skittish colloquial internm ent. 

How is such intensity exerted? 
By the high power of sustained imaginal exuberance, like a blur of 

alchemical eagles over peaks . Such is the movement of a seamless astral 
sonar eclipsing the power of tedious linguistics. The latter condones work 
as institutional commandment , as imperial ballast raised to an insidious 
level, falsely evolved beyond miraculous Hottentot cyclonics. But perpen
dicular poetry empowers insight by escaping the ferment of Euro-global 
suicide, surreptitiously taking up sides with the billion plus kinetic s we call 
life on terra firma. But eclipse of this kinetic is stored in the stinging anti
cells manufactured in the despicable blue prints found in the radioactive 
archives of a distracted G-7 doll hou se. Life in such an enclave has taken 
on a post-Christian paralysis, where the northern nations speak of omegas 
if they cannot continue to prevail over the 4 billion wanderers who hover 
in the heated southern cone of the planet. Inwardly carnivorous , waiting 
for the abyss to swallow the desires of a dying linear denouement, this linear 
moti ve now having fallen to a pervasive anti-biotic which now vies with its 
own obstruction, neutered in its quest for a superior method. 

Outmoded ytterbium, fatal nuclear soils in transition. 
At bottom , the northern nations wish that plutonium could follow a 

pre-directed path so that only the aboriginals were prone to its vapours. 
The subtraction of the Caribbean people and their dust, the extraction 
from life of the Blackened Uruguayan ethos, and its resonance throughout 
the world in parts of Panama or Puerto Rico. This is the suasion of the 
northern world at its most desperate . Presently, it is moribund, it chatters 
like an old man in odd daylight slowly sipping on his last remaining bottles 
of vitality. In contradistinction , what suddenly comes to life for me are the 
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maroons , the Seminoles, the renegade Apaches . The rebellious genes in the 
blood. The scorpion-like resistance of Campana, the thesis of Cesaire's 
Discourse on Colonialism, the Paz of "T he Broken Water Jar ", Peret, with 
his deadly bursts against structure. This is the power Garcia Lorca was 
imbued with, flying like a ravenous eagle through the structures of 
Manhattan . This was New York with its hardened divisions, pinioned with 
piecemeal and torment. As he pens in "The King Of Harlem" : 

Ay Harlem! Ay Harlem! Ay Harlem! 
There is no anxiety comparable to your oppressed scarlets 
to your blood shaken within your dark eclipse, 
to your garnet violence deaf and dumb in the penumbra, 
to your great King, a prisoner with a commissionaire's uniform. 

Words which reflect the gall so soaked in his vision of a haughty imperialist 
schooner sailing around the planetary mind with its leaking official kinetic. 
Now the schooner continues to float under the powers of an enigmatic 
turpitude, claiming distance from its crimes, its lying, its historicity of 
betrayal , claiming a shaken distance from actions which have ransacked 
whole blood lines. 

Against this invidious backdrop there seems to be a rigid American 
festering as regards conducting such subjects in its poetry. I am thinking 
of the poetic Anglo-phones, who, from the beginning of the Modernist era, 
have not significantly evolved beyond language in the service of a mental 
colonialist's hegemon y. Onl y E.A. Robinson with his monological 
"T oussaint L'Ouverture" allows a natural meteorite to erupt beyond the 
throes of the stereotypic, of the inferior guise of the Black man as simian. 
Therefore he refutes Jeffersonian Black bestiality as a given, forcing "us 
away from the Steinian assumptions of the earthiness of the black and 
causes us to consider the nonwhite 'as more than a transplanted shovelful 
I Of black earth, with a seed of danger in it'." Robinson gives vivacity to 
Toussaint, letting him carry the blood of his own dignified battalions. He 
has not attempted to reduce the solar forces in his nature , instead, he has 
let them speak, unlike the intense deformities of Pound, with his toxic 
mood swings towards Africa. Saying such, let us reel in the whole 
Modernist menagerie . Williams, Eliot, Cummings, Stevens, all linguistic 
sub-feeders to the dominant racial mind set of the day. In their ethos 
hovered the stone of state sponsored ideology. At their lowest pitch they 
serve as promulgators of the incalculable double holocaust of the Indians , 
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and the Africans transported across the stench of shark filled slave waters. 
At this lowest pitch I find in Cummings mere typographical innovation, 
in Pound, a robber of universal graveyards . Outside of Aldon Nielsen's 
impressive uncoverings there has never been a consistent pointing to their 
moral ineptitude and cowardice. The non-white exists for this lot as a 
splotch oflocal colour, subsequently scattered like a darkened salt through
out the angles of their world renowned tropes. So, this Latinization that 
Eliot called for is merely the breeding of icons transparently hidden 
beneath colonialistic Christianity. 

Can one see Pound or Cummings welcoming Aime Cesaire into the 
world ofletters circa 1941? No, this could never have happened , from those 
who culturally reeked of the spoils of the former plantation builders, safe, 
brazen , deluded, much like the writing of Cummings when he dons his 
many minstrel masks. So when Breton singles out Cesaire as "A Great Black 
Poet ", he is simply balancing reality, he is putting conviction to the test, 
racing through the pressure like a blue-white diamond, the sun being seen 
in its substance no longer imbued with a passionless racial ice. He finds in 
Cesaire a man who extinguishes the Greco-Roman as sole unbroken 
authority . In contrast to Breton, someone like Eliot would never publicly 
acknowledge that it was the Moors, and not the scholars of the Renaissance, 
who saved Euripides and the Greeks from pre-mature oblivion. But Blacks 
in this philosophical machinery are at best given the identity of oarsmen, 
of objects to be laughed at, to be spat upon . The very nature of the voice 
as renegade, of interrogator of the state is missing. The whole Modernist 
school, even as it reaches through to Ginsberg and O'Hara , with the latter 's 
early imagery, "indicative of his wholesale adoption of the stereotypes of 
high modernism; indicative also of a willingness to think of the mass of'' 
Black "people as an abstraction to be acted on. " 

When poets of such stature fail to challenge the mores of a brutally 
dense racial blemish, their audacity decreases, their images desperately 
weaken, and precipitously descend into a state condoned sub-text. There 
exists during the 1930's and 40's no sustained poetic attack against a 
Prussian like apartheid, against the unbroken pact of the lynch law. Where, 
in such praxis, can one find the moral equivalent of Breton? In Vachel 
Lindsay's "The Congo", in Stevens' "The Greenest Continent "? Hardly. 
They are at best excuses in assumption and safety. It is an isolated world, 
closed, turned in on itself. But, because all worlds breathe, it carries its 
dialectical respiration. On the one hand , there is Eliot strutting in his 
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Anglican metier, and Williams with his colloquial insight into the "Ameri
can Grain", but to both , the non-white always objectified, always consid
ered as a trinket, as an exotic marsupial. Can one imagine chem denouncing 
the American occupation of Haiti, in the way, say, chat the Surrealists 
denounced the French-Moroccan war in 1925? On the contrary, Stevens 
during chis period praises the likes of Mussolini, and accedes him his right 
to envelope Ethiopia in the way chat he best sees fie. 

When such actions are compared to poets such as Javier Heraud, and 
Otto Rene Castillo, the academicians should tear up their notes and new 
assessments be considered. Heraud "was a Peruvian who died at 21 while 
fighting in the jungles of his native country, under the banner of the 
Liberation Front." Castillo "was active in Guatemalan resistance from the 
age of 17 ... imprisoned, tortured, exiled various times during his short life, 
finally returned to Guatemala ... for the last time late in 1966." He fought 
"under the lace Major Turcios Lima , and in March , 1967" was captured by 
anti-guerrilla forces "after 15 days of eating nothing but roots. " On the 
19th of March," after four days of brutal torturing ," they burned him alive. 
To some, these latter examples may partake of extremity, but the points I'm 
making have to do with stamina, with courage, with the ability to make do 
with honed linguistic defiance. 

What is lacking in the Modernists, and many of their present day 
practitioners, is the power of imaginal radiance, leaping "coward a new 
life." The images for the most part are gravid , psychically patrolled, 
harnessed within the expedient realm of the generally expected. A conser
vation oflanguage, so as co court in the long run the empirical perception , 
the accessible intelligibility, more in keeping with prosaic factors of 
journalistic dossiers. So when the image comes to me of 

The mandrake horse 
electrically pounding 
the surf of the scars 

I feel immediacy, the exuberance of feeling the verbal field on fire. In 
consequence, it puts me at odds with chose poets who "have given us a 
massive literature of sensibility", of "self-narration", of "literal confes
sions." And what I am speaking ofis "pragmatic " usage in service of the culc 
of reputation. Bachelard says, "To acquire a feeling for the imaginative role 
of language, we must seek, in every word, the desires for otherness, for 
double meaning, for metaphor . .. we muse record all the desires to abandon 
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what we see and what we say for what we imagine. We shall then have some 
chance of restoring to the imagination its role of attraction.To perceive and 
imagine are as antithetic as presence and absence. " 

The colloquial chauvinism against which he speaks is found in 
Berryman 's The Dream Songs, seen in "the second poem of the volume", 
where he conjures an "oneiric minstrel show", which would have brought 
much joy to the heart of Edwin P. Christy, founder of insulting blackface 
performance circa 1842. Nothing more than invidious grounding, noth
ing more than a pragmatic stereotype dressed up in the form of a dream. 
As for me, I agree with Cesaire "That 2 and 2 make 5", that my "voodoo 
brews are stronger" than the confused and overrated spillage of The Cantos. 

As Sri Aurobindo has so rightly stated that the zodiac is bounded, and 
can only carry in its seduction a partial awareness of what the greater life 
can be. This could be said with the previous American literary era in mind, 
with its racist agrarian zodiac, which attempted to isolate its beacon, taking 
no account of larger imaginal possibility , excluding the nocturnal with 
consciously distributed objects, the stereotypic ideal preferred over the 
squalls of high uranian music , its language explicitly embedded in its 
suffocating signals formed by dysfunctional perception. 
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Tim Davis 

from: Dailies 

1/10 

bomb in phon e in 
tone in 
socialism's red rose 
I read the news today ole boy 
one cloying choke hold in Ronkonkomo 
lily stamens stole 
smuggled aus in 
souvenir plutonium Marioshka gnomes 
meanwhile cofeoffer and feoffee run off with 
half a labor party 's foxes, 
ferae naturae or no 
I need the ruse toda y I 
wile wile wile while 
waiting for the day to detonate 
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1/17 

hot and sour Soviets 
cut good heads, hey 
Uzbeki 
Ashkenazi shears, 
Leningradan countron, 
beautiful buzzcutting 
long of Moscow 
Romanov red eyelit 
queen of 
F-stop , Queens: 

a sane building 
waited. 
the state 
abhors a second floor. 
infanti-ranch style 
quickbrick compound 
where the little lucky 
hungry ones might even study Russian. 
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich 
drilled us in Cyrillic 
to me, Tblisi is 
how home ec rarebit smells 

sea foam Singer tenterhooks 
a laissez State 
purports an architecture 

for 
free lunch, 
free range Reagan Pushkin 

a trim will cost you Khrushchev 's shoe 
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1/22 

Ramadan Jog 

skin knee 
deMOCracy 
theA.M. air 
is awkward here; all parts 
"all talk" 
and contra lockjaw 
a drop of 
blue suited 
superhighway snow is 
serially heroic (sic) ye liars, le choir 
composed of guesthosts and 
badger-legged, bandy-legged 
barelegged, black-legged 
LieQuill tippling 
legicidal tenors ; 
lab mice all singing "Sing Sing" 
to the danglingly eyedropper mic. 

fine, dandy, feign 
training 
the heartrate of a knave 

fatwa on, deep 
media 
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1/29 

California Primitive 

tribes 
defy and deify 
and call a car a car 
calling all 
carphouse borders 
apehouse diapers 

a Nepalese Bodega's 
deepest deep set space 
-ideal for little Darth's briss- in 
stucco hay bale swain 
stained talmud amid heaps of specs 
rich doctor 
eraser chain 
frydaddied 
modifier on white, 
comma I'll 

aw, knees of the Nip tuck! does 
one mudslide a 
muckraker make? 
in Mithra is it 
arbiters or 
arbeiters rape? 
anyway the sun reigns 
wholes are for the filling 
tongue-in-tourist mythmakers mismatch 
pastel Labyrinthodonta with 
forensic behest 
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firing squads laid off 
band, contra naturam 

together against 
whatever Pasadena means 
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2/13 

Portal To Portal 

Hawaii is cyan 

a light like 
printing process obsolescence 

red and blue ruled newsprint 
sold this 
scribe his 
quod scripsi scripsi 

without which 
a whole deck of 
treys stays 
offset 

my supermarket has a calendarian 
and three one eyed mendicant managers 
and a fever for its 
debit flows to blue brochures 

on sale in aisle ides 
consolidated holidays taste like 
habeas corpus 
a jerky paid a 
jerky owned 
every writ is tied to hiring 
every temp a pamphleteer 
full moon and new 
lobby over fineless print 
all type 
assumes white light 
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2/6 

I Dream of Fiji 

s1tcomm1e mter 
relations 
bury my body 
canned stepmother and aunt 
can and 
synapseless cousin half-sib 
can 't 
be seen hunting beachcombers 
nohow in 
regal, legal Polynesian season 

harelip suture shore 
the surf, a sendup of a rue 
watch the kingfisher feast on spam 
the call of the wild can-it 
the snowbubble tomb of 
aloha and shalom 
now I lei me 
Sherpa Wane will tell me 
the lava versus orchid 
GNP 
smgs a poor 
Singapore 
singalong 

just follow the bouncing 
landing gear 
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3/11 

haul our recitations, safe in Canaan, past the every place is posthumous 
indeed. she is sleeping with a half an MFA between her teeth; and 
soundly, let the record state, but souring. the artichokes are proselytes, 
the hillside patch a-rant. her exmainstremist golden mean tastes gamey 
and there is no mouthwash with a name enough (no Joy, no Dawn, no 
Ivory) to overskillfully kiss and tell. taste treats waste. a little shit on 
shingle rides the words we say to agribusiness subsidies: for example HI 

and HER FATHER WORKS FOR CIBA-GEIGY. plan the poem reading for the 
meeting between parties of first part and their lawyers and their lin
guists and a hairy mess of silage in case things turn auction. she is not 
asleep. our recitations are a warrant for a shame and the sickles cleave to 
wheat (some sane say). our orifices' produce tempting same to Carolus 
Linnaeus days away: hand in an idea, in hand, standing in the taxo
nomic banter: the day he'd written "almondly" ha-ha ; the day her 
sources clammed; soaking in the link ; dreaming phanerocodonically 
"the need" 
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3/19 

one piece of Paris feces worth 
life worth the New York School it's 
printed on 
worth 
unphotographable 
tan pants alley lyrics worth 
the oval notes, the loaf of 
snowdozers over 
medieval usages of "mostest" 

i patented my clone 
found his leftovers worth 
M & M Feldman 's 
tinkering forever with chance 
Mr. Twobag played the scansion in the college band 
gigs at the Econologic ® worth 
weight worth 
wool worth 
gland illusion 
sweat comma shop 
the verb "to brain " 
salient in sticks 
and not the sticks 
and not worth 
bombing campaign number 
unnamed 
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Gustaf Sobin 

The Guitarist: a Celebration in Grey 

grey heat, grey 
hung er, you 'd elaborated on grey's each 

indivi dual variant, here in the 
hills where the least 
hollow 

puddles a grey so 
luminou s you'd 
mis-

taken it for what the wind, wind
grey, had 
slaked off the flat , hammered surface of the 
waters. yes, here in 
the 

hills, where it no longer mattered, where 
you' d abandoned the very 
organs 
of identiry; blown eyes, tongue, teeth 
through the pinched eyelets of 
that 
wizened mask , mattered, didn't it, that 

you'd brought the notes , note
grey, to 

wobble, at last, in 
their 
shallow 
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sockets. yes, here on the far, on the 
facing, the 

antipodal side, had given the heart, hadn't 
you, counter-
parts. 

* 

grey, then, in a rainbow of 
greys, man 
un-

ending variation upon the virtually 
un-
variable, was nothing 'here,' you wrote, chat 
wasn 't 'there, ' but 

bleached, tempered, brought sonorous, finally, 
to 

bear. yes, blue as grey 
ever 
gets, even the air, finally, arranged, abey-

ant, something 
you'd 
no longer breathe, now, on the 
burning stick of some self-extinguishing breath, 
but 

modulate, innovate, 
play. 

* 
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caves, 
con-
cavities, the sumptuous shelters of the exclusively 
acoustic, there 's an 

exact 
volume to 
angst; another to the 
floating, unresolved outlines of every, incipient 
ex-

hileration. oaks, green 
as 
grey ever gets, grey-viridian in a field of 
flickering 
grey poppies, you've entered a 

world, now, which 
isn't. you, already, amongst 
the 
resonant bars of mint, sawtooth, coriander, 
nothing more, now, 
than 

these nacreous ledges that you've set 
your-
self to; than this 
hand, flushed as grey 

ever gets, plucking gold, grey gold, a pale, 
transparent, hand-hammered 
gold, gold as 
grey 

ever gets across the pounded board, now, of the 
thoroughly ac-
corded. 
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Spiritus Asper 

everything's allegory but the fibrous text in the very instant of its own 
unravelling. 

but the breath's relentless dismemberments. 

society itself allegorical: the instruments of its domination never more 
than a more or less generalized agreement to actualize such allegory. 

(legitimize one given variant over another). 

while with each, successive violation, had felt ourselves as if emptied 
into an ever-gathering enormity. 

de-defined; de-defining. 

with nothing, now, but the threads -the trailer phrases- of so much 
late annunciate. 

but the slapping of their tattered pennants. 

there where the bodies -feigning embodiment- had worked, teased, 
as if insinuated themselves through the narrow corridors of the 

whereless. 

the organs -alone- swollen like trophies. 

was something, we'd written, and it 's nothing. something, kept insist
ing, as if the words -in their irrepressible releases-might be eviscer

ated enough to warrant reception. 

might, in the draft of some consummately hollowed phrase, actually 
accede. 
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"actually accede" as it reverberates, now, down the successive ranks of 
its own echoes. 

and, as it fades, penetrat es. 

(just there, where the wind had glazed its puffed cirrus nacreous). 

the hypothetical landscapes of the conditional having become , finally, 
our last, viable ground. 

the tenuous fields of some eventual identity. 

because it 's never here that it happened . never here, but in the air's 
empty resonance (was what the bodies -locked, vaulted-hesitated 

before, as if held in the imminence of their own undoing). 

our breath alone transliter ate. 

* 
* * 

oh room in the 
oblit-

eration of 
rooms, in the abolished rhetoric of 

fixture , it's there in 
those 
witnessing cells we'd 
thrive, 
drawing -from its 
deepest mirrors- that glitte r, that 

thick, 
im-

petuous milk . 
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Of Air Augmented 

. .. was air rushing through air that, each 
time, solidified sound, 
freckled the 
still-

seething shadows with 
sign, signature, the very stigmata, you'd 
called them , of 
semblance 
it-

self. would swell, wouldn't you, to those 
sudden 

complicities; watch the rocks as if knot on 
so 
man y successive 
conjugates. here where fingers , whole 

heart s get blown into the animate, an entire 
landscape, this 
very 

instant, settles (orchard, 
windbreak and battlement) within the 
singular 
respiration of its 

disparate parts . here 's only 
here , you'd 
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written , in the ganging of its particles, in a 
sudden 
gust of the meticulously ar-

ticulated. 
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Flora 

... was all 
about opening , you wrote, the 
breath-cells 
bursting vacuous in the very 
midst of 

that abundant 
convolvulation, the no-grail, at 

last, lodged in the deep 
froth of 
so 
much seething, evanescent foliage. 
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David Matlin 

from : Vernooykill Creek 

At almost any point in our history , from the idea of the Walnut Street 
Jail in 1790 to the modern penal colony of Canon Colorado with its eight 
operative state prisons , we have lived as a people from one " crime wave" to 
another. Never , however , have we been more vulnerab le to the manipula
tion of our fears, and never, in turn, have we been more vulnerable to how 
these manipulations will censor all but the most hallucinatory obsessions 
of our domestic policy. We are on the threshold of being transformed, far 
more completely than any previous threat could have proposed , from one 
people into another. This transformation and its hold upon us contains the 
potential to mutilate the efficacy and reality of the simp lest truths which 
make our daily life and its actual knowl edge possible . It jeopardizes our 
ability to tell these truths to each other, to bear witness to what our daily 
life is and to give ourselves the precise articulation and coherence this 
witness must have. We hold both the life enriching imaginations of our 
civility and the lethal secrets of its disintegration as even now that 
disintegration moves toward ransoms which most systematically fit the 
directives of our unbel ief and the bribery of its fatigue. That fatigue is the 
one borne of the experiment of self Alexis de Tocqueville most feared for 
us as a people , how our individualities might become the means by which 
we would starve and suffocate our body politic at its core, and humiliate our 
civic mores to a point where factional self interest can no longer resolve the 
conflict between the private and public spheres. The evaporat ion of a civic 
vision, de Tocqueville and Madison warned, the one each of us slowly 
surre nder s, can only lead to an emerging tolerance of dictatorship . 

The manipulation of our fear of crime is creating a diversification ofloss 
by which the hemorrhag e of our ethics becomes an essential building block 
for a new economic infrastructur e. The companies which helped produce 
the weapons of mass death , GDE Systems, Alliant Techsystems, 
Westinghouse, Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing, are inventing "crime 
fighting " technologies for a twenty first century that offers a deluge of 
riches. The construction of new prisons now attracts such financial 
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monoliths as Prudential Insurance , Smith Barney Shearson, Inc., Merrill 
Lynch & Co., and Goldman Sachs. This new commerce is capable of 
underwriting the cost of prison construction through private, tax exempt 
bonds. The necessiry of voter approval and the questions posed by the 
process of "democracy" and its Constitution are at most an inconvenience. 
The increased funding for prison maintenance, management, and building 
are shaping what some have referred to as the "theme stocks of the 90's." 
Rural communities suffering the continued deterioration of agricultural 
and small business economies are literally clawing for a prison, hoping such 
an "enciry" will be the savior of their faces. Such contractors as Wackenhut 
Corrections Corporation, underwritten by Prudential Securities, has a 
guarantee from the Scace of Florida chat its prisons " ... will never be less 
than ninery percent filled." A simple but indispensable question would be, 
"What does such a guarantee mean?" And will such a guarantee shame us 
quiecly into beginning a journey where we will make our "Democracy" and 
its spirit into a lifeless shell? The Wackenhut Corporation, as an example , 
located in Coral Gables, Florida, contracts its securiry services to U.S. 
Army ammunition planes, Department of Energy facilities such as Rocky 
Flats , and at least a dozen U.S. Department of Scace Embassy and Mission 
sites in foreign countries. le is one of the largest securiry firms in the world. 
The most dynamic margin for profit, however, focuses on its Corrections 
Corporation which manages twelve prisons and detention centers in five 
states and in Australia. Many experts in "privatization " believe the manage
ment of prisons is a business worth ten billion dollars a year. Wackenhuc 's 
executive vice president, Frederick F. Thornburg, calls chis market and its 
trends " .. . a moving freight train . . . We believe and anticipate chat the 
entire area of privatization of correctional and detention facilities is going 
to be pretry dynamic and phenomenal . . . I chink the explosion is 
occurring. Those dynamics, if the climate remains the same, will continue 
for a long time." Mr. Thornburg's image of " ... a moving freight train 
. .. " leaves me almost breathless in its reference. Does it matter whether 
such wording is conscious or unconscious? I chink it does matter. le forces 
me to remember the piles of gold and silver fillings, human hair and skin 
stockpiled for an "industry" in another world where freight trains were also 
used to bring chose goods to their final destination. Such images and their 
unquestioned usage by major players like Mr. Thornburg should alert us 
to how close we are to an enormous surrender. Are we going to dispose of 
our racist traditions or admit finally it is something we cannot and, more 
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crucially, are incapable of doing? Are chose traditions so intertwined with 
a nexus of historical profit, no matter its source, which if questioned too 
closely would engender an action of illumination chat in itself threatens the 
totality of facades and the surety they offer, the surety that these traditions 
and their sanctions are normal? As consumers in the time of chis after
admission will we be able to more accurately evaluate prison as a part of our 
shopping disciplines , the fate of our then more truly disposable "others" as 
sources of new investment once we've rid ourselves of the Gettysburg 
Address and the eighteenth-century ideals which shadow it, and which 
now impose nothing more than a remnant effigy on chis segment of our 
marketplace where, as Mr. Thornburg so accurately points out, " ... an 
explosion is occurring ... "? Has integration and the disavowal of racism, 
as emblems of a body politic that cells us we must survive our maiming 
hypocrisies, so fatigued us chat we've had enough, had enough of the work, 
after at most thirty years, at dislodging ourselves from the sickening racial 
codes that have never not haunted us? Are we chis tired , and in our purchase 
of such fatigue what are we about to embrace? If this "New Jack " economics 
describes our "habits of the heart, " then the people de Tocqueville so loved 
and feared for are becoming more and more incapable of at once sustaining 
and inventing the national "character" that calls to heart our capacity for 
freedom. 

There are three major issues. Crime is first. Along with its profound 
importance there are the mixtures of sensationalism, distortion, and 
fundamental political manipulation of our fear. This triumvirate produces 
profit at the expense of both the victims of crime and those segments of our 
population now undergoing a historical and shattering deterioration. The 
second is firearms and the National Rifle Association's so-called constitu
tional position in terms of chis "right, " and, in turn , its dissimulating use 
of statistics. The NRA insists chat the increased incarceration rates of the 
1980's created a dramatic decrease in crime rates and concludes through 
this that massive incarceration is justified. An examination of the same 
numbers by Marc Mauer of the Sentencing Project in Washington, D.C. 
provides a startling and much more complex view. "The NRA claims, for 
example, chat the 150 percent increase in incarceration from 1980 to 1991 
led to a 24 percent drop in 'serious victimization.' Upon closer examina
tion, however, the NRA definition of 'serious victimization ' includes 
violent crimes, but also the non-violent crime of burglary . . . While 
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burglary rates did decline during the 1980 ' s their inclusion with violent 
crimes distorts actual trends. Had the NRA included the Index 1 offense 
of auto theft rather than burglary in its calculations, the results would have 
been very different, since auto theft victimization increased by 33 percent 
during this period. Looking only at violent crime, we find that the more 
than doubling of the prison population paralleled a 4 percent decline in 
violent crime during this period." Mr. Mauer concludes that "The 'rela
tionship' claimed by the NRA also turns out to be one that is not consistent 
over time . By breaking down crime and incarceration into two periods, 
1980-86 and 1986-91 . . . we find that incarceration rates rose by 65 
percent and violent crime declined by 16 percent in the first period, but 
from 1986 to 1991, despite the fact that imprisonment rose 51 percent, 
violent crime also increased, by 15 percent. Clearly, no cause and effect 
relationship can be discerned here. " One cannot necessarily accuse the 
NRA of collusion with the "New Jack" economics, but certainly one can 
ask why this "Association" with its massive lobby is involved with such 
statistics in the first place. The NRA is not a law enforcement agency, yet 
its insistence on the efficacy of these numbers will influence social policy. 
Its caricature of this information to support the pseudo-freedom of the 
Second Amendment holds the Constitution a hostage par excellence. This 
ransom and trivialization of our deepest feelings of well being enforces our 
worship of panic in which we are becoming the haters of our children and 
silent overseers of the suicide of our communities which fie now far too 
easily our superstitions of inconvenience, complexity, and incomprehen
sibly unworthiness. Jefferson 's statement-involving the double right co 
bear arms and the right of revolution-that, " .. . the tree of liberty must 
be watered by the blood of patriots," now appears as a tree but one of 
another mystery we cannot and do not know how to even name , and yet, 
as William Blake says in his epic poem Jerusalem, such objects "freeze" our 
imaginations in the glow of their beauty and cruelty, until our nostrils and 
tongues and ears become globes of blood " . . . wandering distant in an 
unknown night." 

The third issue involves the hidden impulses behind our use of 
incarceration. We are engaged in a national seizure. We are throwing a 
whole generation of women and men into a form of confiscation that will 
leak out from behind the walls to equally demoralize and haunt us in ways 
chat we cannot now anticipate nor necessarily understand. The dissolution 
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of our humanity in chis moment of our history is solely our invention. We 
have presently 1.3 million women and men in prison or five hundred 
nineteen out of every one hundred thousand people. Our lock-up rate has 
gone up twenty-two percent since 1989. We resort to jail five to eight times 
more than most of the industrialized sister nations. African Americans are 
condemned at a rate more than six times chat of whites, one thousand nine 
hundred forty-seven as compared to three hundred six per one hundred 
thousand. The total yearly price tag for prisons and jails is close to twenty
seven billion dollars. The population of incarcerated African American 
males is five hundred eighty-three thousand. The number of African 
American males in the process of gaining a higher education is five hundred 
thirty-seven thousand . Conviction for drug offenses accounts for forty-six 
percent of the increase in sentencing since 1980 . Comparisons in incar
ceration rates with other nations indicate chat the length of sentence rather 
than the number of people remanded to prison is the primary determinant . 
Many experts conclude chat alternatives to incarceration will have an 
impact, but nothing compared to altering sentencing time. Marc Mauer in 
his essay "Americans Behind Bars" demonstrates that the practice of prison 
once implemented will last for generations. "Once prisons are built, " he 
states, "they are in many respects a self perpetuating entity. Prisons are 
constructed to last for 50-100 years and their continued use over time 
contributes to a culture chat makes their use seem logical and rational. " 

If we look at the use African American males are coming to amongst us, 
despite the studies, congressional hearings, and cask forces, we are, in turn, 
scaring at our own authorship of lethal violations which will incapacitate 
and ravish "us" as deeply as it incapacitates and ravishes "chem. " We cannot 
hope ever to recuperate from such a dimension of incalculable loss when 
we are, at the same time, mining chat dimension and its grief for its 
supposed "riches." If chis is the extension of the " ... logical and rational" 
of Mr. Mauer' s reference, then the substance of our democracy seems at 
best an artificial pretext now to be quietly backgrounded and suffocated in 
order chat a less obsolescent mechanism appear. The marketing of the 
disintegration of the African American community at the end of the 
twentieth century to guarantee a "profitable" prison industry is a central 
squalor which can deposit us in a historical and social vacuum chat will suck 
us dry. We are in the process of losing our communal abilities to cell 
ourselves the truths about our heritage of racist practice, its criminally 
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historic intent, and how that intent banishes us to an already appeared 
future full of grotesque and pointless apathies rooted now so in ourselves 
that we can point to nowhere else for a precedence. 

* 
I realized when I began teaching in the Prison Education Program that 

the stakes literally were for life or death . A man had to learn, to come to 

terms with a rigorous discipline . Each person knew their life depended on 
it. I think now after these many years that the stakes are the same for all of 
us. We do not know it like a prisoner does and perhaps that is one of a 
number of their gifts to us. I have never seen human beings struggle harder 
and with more courage for the accomplishments of mind than these 
prisoners over the period I worked with them . Not only those who had a 
chance to end their "bids" and never come back, but those who will live out 
their lives and die there. 

Corrections Today is the official publication of the American Correc
tional Association. It is filled with hundreds of advertisements , from quick 
draw construction outfits who can deliver a jail to a customer inside six 
months, to portable x-ray machines I have personally seen which leaked all 
over the officers and visitors and families of prisoners who were the subjects 
of this scrutiny. The families of the "raw materials" could receive, too, the 
leakage in this way of our overabundance of punishment. A group of men, 
prisoner s and former prisoners in in-house Masters Programs found that 
seventy-five percent of New York State's supply of bodies comes from 
seven neighborhoods. Harlem, Brownsville, the Lower East Side, East New 
York, South Jamaica, the South Bronx , and Bedford -Styvesant. Eighty
five percentofNew York's prisoners are Hispanic or Black. There is a chain 
of certain ties between Corrections Today, its slick and shine format, and the 
seven neighborhoods. We are moving toward a delivery of injury and pain 
by any means necessary. Corrections Today is the Bible of Deliverance where 
you can find anything. "Phones that enforce." Free brochures from the 
"Human Restraint Company." Campbells Soup's statement that its fastest 
growing market is prison food service. But the raw material has a face. At 
8:30 in the morning those faces come into a classroom. You watch their 
bewilderment before the "Parts of Speech." The near anger when they hear 
they' ll have to take the necessary steps backwards to find a "beginning." 
The hours of memorization they 'll have to commit themselves to amid the 
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noise, the danger, the array of extortions which compose their daily lives. 
And you unknowingly have become one more form of delivery in this 
system full of deliverance. 

Except just this , the simple act of knowledge , the discovery of an 
imagination of mind 's shape stops the fulfillment of force either in the 
present or future as those terms can be predicted by the view chat crime is 
our most unlimited natural resource. Here is an abundance with the 
potential to give the industry based upon it to err on the side of oversupply 
for what undesignated future to come who of us can now know? Who sits 
before you are the "acts" though now in latency as they were before birth 
and now in "warehouse " as close as they can be to "after-dying, " close aswe 
can bring chem to death. You can see with what ease these men can be 
projected as the saving bonanza they might truly be, and are close to 
becoming, and with equal ease how chis abscess can be made to swell into 
the "sick breasts " of a new Covenant-to paraphrase the poet Robert 
Duncan in his "Where the Fox of This Stench Sulks"-our industry 
sucking at the infection and ourselves hoping chat the safery of our distance 
won 't leave us unprotected. 

I stood up before these men on a day eight or nine years ago and they 
were having trouble with prepositions and the positive comparative and 
superlative forms of adverbs and I realized that this "trouble" they were 
having and my being there to help them with that "trouble, " myself and 
maybe eleven students, could bring this whole industry down . The making 
of another anatomy out of "parts " from what had now become a surplus 
and therefore dangerous population. I remember at chat moment saying to 
chem, "If you can get this, you'll put me out of a job ." They smiled then 
and understood exactly what I meant . That was also the beginning of a trust 
which finally made me more "their" student than I could have ever known. 

I worked the so-called lower division first. Preparatory, then freshman, 
and sophomore level courses. One of chose prisoners was as tall sitting 
down as I am standing up. A graceful man who had a scholarship to play 
basketball. Lost it all to drugs. Having problems with basic grammar. I was 
almost afraid to sit next to him. Go through his "sentence s." The use of that 
word was hard to breathe out . Its up until then not wholly considered 
implications became self consciously present. A sentence is as far as a breath 
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can be carried as a sentence is as far as a life can be condemned. Your 
sentences Wilbert are incoherent. They don't make any sense. How to 
locate one starting act from these ruins, get them to see it, however 
awkwardly, and climb from that one personally constructed accessible 
rung . It might take half a semester and in some instances a preparatory 
course repeated more than once to get through all the background of 
irritation , malice, and suspicion many of these men carried toward a 
previous experience of "school. " 

* 
A significant part of those first few years was spent working with 

Vietnam War veterans. They were my contemporaries. I did not go to this 
war. I had no deferments. I refused induction into the armed services. A 
felony which put me also on a journe y toward prison and to be tracked 
down by the FBI. At one point in my personal turmoil over the Vietnam 
War I stayed with a Quaker family in an isolated valley of the Nevada 
desert. The father, still then in the midst of a life-long medical practice, had 
been himself a conscientious objector in the Second World War. He had 
been assigned alternative service in the still then very rural districts outside 
of Fresno, California as a doctor. But "word" got around that because he 
was an "objector" that somehow equated with "spy," and one night as he 
was going on house calls he was taken. His wife and their then young son, 
my close friend, received an anonymous call. Told the father was in a barn 
and was going to be lynched, they set out on a frantic drive to try to save 
him. The barn, surrounded by the dark shapes of cars, was open. They 
found him standing with a noose literally half tightened around his neck 
in a circle of men. This doctor , normally a quiet man, had pulled an 
eloquence from himself which had up to that point saved his life. When the 
mother and young son walked into the midst of this crowd and pulled the 
rope down from the rafters before them , the about-to-be lynchers dis
persed . They grabbed the father, the husband, and on the way home the 
mother descended into a nervous breakdown . My appearance in this valley 
brought up not only these memories, but the tragedy of their son, my friend 
who'd taken me here to hide , to think, who had himself been a conscien
tious objector, then in a sudden episode of doubt over whether he could 
have been as strong as his father, good enough for the "objector 's" task, 
joined an army unit that would eventuall y take him to combat. 
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I have four uncles who fought in previous conflicts. Two participated 
in the Spanish Civil War in the Abraham Lincoln Brigades and distin
guished themselves in chis controversial and ugly rehearsal for the Second 
W odd War. Another fought the Japanese in the South Pacific and forever 
after suffered from the grenade wound not only to his bod y and mind, but 
periodic attacks from the malaria which he contracted at Tarawa or 
Kwajalein or any of a number of death zones where he and ochers spilled 
themselves. The last uncle went from a ranch in Wyoming to the theatres 
of Europe and started a climb from Anzio and Palermo to Monce Casino 
and ulcimacely to Berlin experiencing non-stop combat for years. That 
uncle, one of my favorites, used to cake me fishing when I was a boy off the 
coast of Santa Cruz, California where he had become a fireman. There I'd 
watch chis gentle man fall into silences, and smoke, one pack after another, 
chat I even knew then contained memories which had no words for their 
images. I didn't ask. It wasn't chacl knew better. There was no hushed pool 
of meanness awaiting my questions . I was a nephew and what I could do 
was bait his lines oropen his beers wi ch a church-key when they went empty 
and spend afternoons chat way watching the seals cake our catch, be a kid 
and make him laugh. 

Those uncles fought to save their lives and mine. My father was a Jew, 
a farmer given a crucial deferment to grow food during the terrible years 
of "T he War," as they called it. My mother was a mixture of Indian/ 
Mexican and Welsh ancestors, first settlers of the Americas on both sides, 
Revolutionary and Civil War veterans, red wood and Sequoia lumberjacks 
who came to cake the land for its fortunes. Had the Nazis won, either of 
chose contaminates would have condemned me, if not co immediate death , 
then to an Arayan version of slavery. The Vietnam War split my family as 
it did so many ochers, split cherished memories and tendernesses chat can 
never be gotten back. Some of those beloved uncles couldn't and would not 
look at me over my stand against this war. If they had been Jews and could 
have sung the Kaddish over me they would have. 

I stayed wi ch chat Quaker family in Nevada, and their son who was then 
and still is a Park Ranger. I considered going co British Columbia to 
become an expatrioc, but climbing a high mountain one day I looked out 
over the magnificent Great Basin Desert watching the golden eagles 
circling above me and stopped chinking about going anywhere ocher than 
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where I stood. I got a train out of Milford, Utah, and came, if it had to 
contain prison too , home. My stand often convulsed me to the edge of 
sicknesses I had never known nor would ever want. The contempt some of 
my beloved uncles felt for me wounds to this day and my boyhood friends 
who went to the jungles of Asia to die or come somehow back are still my 
friends. 

I could not have known how the men I knew who fought this war only 
to end up wasting an other part of their lives warehoused in prisons where 
I caught would bring chis material to a painful surface again and at the same 
time, by their presence and courage to live, even in the grotesque hells they 
are condemned to, present a whole new sec of questions about who I am, 
and what is to become of their, because though they spilled their guts and 
finally their sanity, it is their Nation too, and ours as they are a part crucial ly 
of our wished for throw-away selves. The grief, bewilderment , and unre
ality of the Vietnam War seems to have a doubly invisible face, the one of 
its original distance and unattached menace, and now, for a catastrophic 
number of chose veterans, a confinement in our prisons which composes 
a reincarnation into a second and even more dangerous invisibility. Each 
one of these men places the framework of our democratic/industrial 
institutions , and their productions of both profit and indifference, in a 
suspension. Our basic administered immunities before chem and their 
mental illnesses are issues which, as part of the sums of our numbnesses, are 
perverting and sickening us as they were perverted and sickened them
selves. They are too an essential part of the deformations we can identify 
as our new raw materials and, in combination with indifference as the 
purest managerial element of our technical machinery , we are hurling 
ourselves toward sinister accomplishment and a Book of Iron that will 
enable us to move more freely into the drastic tasks which lay ahead. The 
Vietnam War in all of its anguish has become a clinical description for our 
actuarial abysses and what they ultimately might serve. 

This Cold War war made us cold, and like the Ahan ia in Blake's 
terrifying book we have become "unbodied" and "parted" in our civil 
conception of selves. The numbers game surrounding Vietnam War 
veterans remains for us a series of disembodied revelations that we have 
never managed to touch or be touched by. There is something staggering 
in this. The possibilities that these numbers represent the convulsed 
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evocations of our undoing, that they may be the initial ground where our 
post mortem futures are now appearing, and that we feel nothing before it 
other than as an episode gradually to be sunk into the "unmentionable" of 
our present politics, is almost ghoulish in its portentousness . There were 
58,000 killed in this war. There are to this date one hundred thirty 
thousand to one hundred fifty thousand suicides among its veterans. A 
significant percentage of those who experienced actual combat have since, 
in turn, experienced the incomprehensible loss of their most potentially 
active and creative years as adult males in our society to prison. What they 
could have been is for someone else to say. What they are now, however, 
may be an essential act of identification for who we are, and where we are, 
ifwe are not to be smothered in the prosperities ofourwanton unawarenesses. 
Their service, too, is a double fate, the one for the armed forces where they 
served their country, and, now, the service for "time" where they serve the 
corrections industry in what may be a far more vital role for their nation 
and its economy no matter the cynicism and threat shadowing all "New 
Jack" profit margins. 

Every word here in this place is a pliant vacuum that can swim or fly, 
form or unform at will of the cravings which cling to it. For instance "bid" 
unfolds through the labyrinth of this pit. "Bid" is a reference to sentencing 
time, the dead portion of existence each prisoner plea bargains for in return 
for a confession not necessarily for what was actually done but for what the 
offender and prosecutor have agreed to what will be revealed before the 
Court, not to insure Justice but the acceleration of sentencing. The 
Constitutional safeguard of fair trial is employed as a threat. If the accused 
uses the safeguard and loses, the sanctions against she or he will be 
increased. If you' re from one of the "Throw Away" populations you get a 
"throw away" lawyer too. The bargain basement is all inclusive . "Bid" is 
also a reference to both the production of crime and the production of 
control. These industrial twins have an absolutely no limit growth prin
ciple, and "service" on all levels, no matter how much our surplus 
populations may attempt to avoid it, in relationship to its function 
promises an endless competition for all the highest "bidders," those who 
serve and those who do the servicings for the unmeasurable billions and 
their sullen whirlwinds. 

Everywhere I turn when I think of numbers in relationship to the 
Vietnam War there is another bewilderment. In March of 199 3 when the 
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population of our prisons approached one million, two hundred thousand 
of those bodies were veterans of this geyserhead of malignancy and inertia. 
What does that number signify, and even in wanting to ask such a question 
do the persons at the center of de Tocqueville's address, you and me, the 
ones supposedly capable of sustaining community, who hold the life of the 
Bill of Rights in the palms of their hands as if it were a fallen nestling 
knowing that's how frail its life really is, become shadows lying outside the 
public and private trusts which the author of Democracy in America saw as 
central to the condition of our fulfillments? In the face of these numbers 
can we any longer be trusted? For me the ugliness of these questions begins 
in part with Vietnam. If the core of our now expertly tuned disinterest is 
the image and reality of prison, then a substantial segment of the core of 
prison itself as it exists in all its product capacities is Vietnam. 

One of the veterans I knew came back from Southeast Asia and couldn 't 
stop killing. He suffers from Delayed Stress Syndrome. He committed a 
particularly messy strangulation murder and is in prison for life. He is sick. 
And yet he is one of the most humane men I have ever known. When this 
prisoner first New Jacked he was a member of the Aryan Nation, as 
dangerous a racist cult on the inside as the outside. Much of his transfor
mation is directly attributable to his attempt to gain a higher education. I 
was assigned a beginning composition and rhetoric course. Some of the 
men there had a fine control of grammatical and rhetorical mechanics, 
some didn 't . "Nick" was struggling. He was trying to find a way into 
mastering both the formal research essay, which was the final object of the 
course, and the formal presence of the English Language. I had, two weeks 
into the course, interviewed each student to discover their personal 
directions and interests and "Nick" asked if he could do his essay on the 
Ml 6. My habit was to review all research papers on a step-by-step basis 
throughout any given semester to make sure the process was being clearly 
formulated and exercised . For every student, including "Nick ," it was an 
exacting often frustrating labor. His material came in bits and fragments 
at first , slowly building. But the arrangement soon took on a shape where 
both his language and his thinking found an increasing surety and ground 
over terrain on which the whole weight of this war's deformation continues 
to fall. His essay offers himself and us, from the inflexible evasions and 
blanknesses which hover over it, no rescue. 
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The introductory segment of that piece focused on the M 16' s evolution 
from the Ml, the assault rifle of World War II American Forces. This 
weapon was mocked in the recent media coverage of Haiti, as part of the 
outworn arsenal of Haitian troops. But our own army wanted those 
weapons , wanted them badly. They knew what the M 1 could , and can do. 
That as one kind of killing machine, even though heavy, it was superb for 
its time. In the late forties and early fifties the army began the attempt to 
develop a fully automatic light-weight rapid-fire ass ult rife because Mikhail 
Kalashnikov's AK47 made everything that had gone before it obsolete. 
Those experimental prototypes included the T25, the M14 and the ARIO 
with its impressive but problem ridden design. In late 1957 Eugene Stoner, 
one of the greatest of the modern small arms designers, was completing the 
first test models of his ARI 5 with its aluminum alloys and plastics and 
weight of 6.13 pounds. It needed no lubrication, was impervious to dust , 
rust, extreme cold and its tumbling small caliber bullet delivered fatal, 
horrifying wounds. When General Curtis LeMay saw what the rifle could 
do in the summer of 1960 he personally sought permission to order eighty 
thousand for his own Air Force ground troops. The ARI 5 made the M 14, 
the Army's favorite weapon of choice, basically into an instant antique . Yet 
Army Ordinance officers, insisting the ARI 5 fit their specifications , began 
to tinker with Stoner's rifle and the result was the M16. In 1966 , after 
troops in Vietnam carrying the M14 had been cut to shreds , Army 
ordinance ordered a slow burning ball powder for the M16 knowing this 
propellent would leave a residue. An M16 rifle with this powder posed for 
the trooper carrying it in battle a deadly incomprehension everywhere it 
was used. The pattern of"Nick 's" essay not only discussed these origins of 
the M16 but gave a detailed analysis of its parts, its design, and how those 
factors directly translated into an object held in the hands of a young man, 
who would have depended absolutely upon this object for his life. 

His assessment is one that has been crucially left out of our Nation's self 
knowledge. The M 16, during those years, often failed for individual 
troopers under the conditions for which it was supposedly designed. Our 
Army sent the men who used it during this time into battle with inadequate 
and confusing maintenance instructions. The common foot soldiers on the 
line, frantically desperate, began mail ordering rifle lubricants , solvents, 
shoe strings, WD-40 and insect repellents to clean their pieces. The defects, 
which were known, were either overlooked or ignored by those officials 
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who should have been responsible. How the men who would get chewed 
out of their lives, however, fitted into this scenario proposes another image, 
one of whole platoons discovering in the midst of fire fights that down to 
a man their weapons jammed, became worthless. Soldiers, ours, lay dead 
next to M16 's which had been broken down in panic, and in their 
helplessness they were shot, stabbed, left as offerings to the junk which had 
castrated their existence. 

The extremities of terrain, climate , and the individual soldier 's ability 
to keep a piece functional are all factors of survival. But that soldier's ability, 
no matter how expert, could have never overcome the forces which lay 
behind this weapon's documented failure. By the time the Army itself 
admitted the real problem, over eighty-nine million rounds had been fired 
with this propellent and no one to this day knows how many of our soldiers' 
lives were lost to the residue build-up in their M 16' s. In May of 1967 the 
!chord Congressional Committee was formed to investigate what had 
happened. After extensive inquiry it found , among a number of other 
revelations, the malfunctions were directly attributable to the ball propel
lent produced by Olin Matheison which had a close relationship to high 
ranking officers in Army munitions, weapons, and material commands. In 
addition, high ranking Department of the Army officers were aware of the 
ball propellent ' s adverse effects on the rifle, and finally that the Army's rifle 
program management bordered on criminal negligence. The complicated 
history shadowing this "negligence" included not only a contempt for the 
common draftee on the part of the Army, but the speechlessness still 
surrounding the !chord Committee's last findings which at last resolved 
nothing. Such resolution was left for the Troopers themselves who went 
into the field expecting the weapon to not function and because of that 
expectation carried extra bolts . 

Why bring up these issues again? Why not let these freaks stay where 
they are, hidden from the rest of us until their freakish stories slide into 
historical silences which by that suffocation makes even more convenient 
the bribing of our amnesias? It is certainly one thing to send children to war, 
that is a cruelty in itself always standing outside what we can ask ours or any 
other language to do, to patch injury that can find no breath to speak with, 
to send them to war with a weapon that stands a good chance of not 
working is an abyss that falsifies the deepest mournings and sorrows that 
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will allow us a passage. Such apparatus has bred a system of excusatory 
paradoxes transcending the continuities and even discontinuities which 
have formerly given us the participatory identities we must daily imagine 
and call into being. Those paradoxes now are almost in themselves a 
metaphysics from which we can barely discern any longer what language 
will act against it, what language will not be struck dumb. 

* 
"Creative Writing" for me is one of the most difficult courses. How do 

you "teach" this or any art, and whetherthe form is poetry or prose, can you 
as a teacher compel your students toward what is a living matter at work 
in a language? I try to propose an approach to a writing work shop based 
upon two intersecting stages. The introductory stage is a preparatory 
reading. I use this as not only an element of suggestion to be built upon, 
but as an assemblage of background informations which might move a 
student toward the permissions necessary for writing, a writing that probes 
existence and might tell a reader why so many lives have been risked for 
nothing more than words made of breath and the worlds that have fallen 
together or apart because of these presences. For this course I introduced 
the works ofH.D., William Carlos Williams, Ezra Pound , Charles Olson, 
Robert Duncan, and Mari Sandoz. If an individual student wanted to 
explore materials beyond these basic foundations , then further names and 
tides could be given, and often I personally went to the libraries myself 
since the logistics posed between prison and the outside were too slow. I 
could through H.D., for instance , because of her susceptibility to the 
awareness of existence around her, and her musical precision , go to a poem 
by George Herbert or Sappho and show how a poet thinks with living 
things and their details and how those details have a weight and energy that 
makes the world either alive or dead. The act of reading might carry a nearly 
equal movement. The second stage was a rigorous examination of process 
through questions that might take the men in this course beyond "liking" 
or "disliking" the works offered or even beyond the ornaments of "self 
expression. " This examination focused on some of the following questions 
which I felt might offer a stronger concision in terms of not only how those 
students might approach their own works but also, beyond the course, how 
they might approach any living literature. What is concrete data opposed 
to decoration? How does a music fall on the simple spoken word? Is the 
work an accurate transmission of what is seen, felt or heard and what pushes 
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its movement? What is artistic conviction and how does it appear? What 
is the poem or fiction as an emotional object that commands both feeling 
and intelligence? How does an actual living witness in writing direct itself 
toward an instance of ordered music in a poetic line or prose sentence? How 
is an image made of sight, touch, taste, and smell? What is dead verse or 
prose, poor verse or prose and why? What is the weight of a single word and 
its sensory fulfillment in poetry or prose? The above examples are only 
some of the questions I posed in my workshop in order to suggest what 
reservoirs of risk and thought lie behind the art. The discovery of such an 
inquiry is based not only on my experience as a novelist and poet but on 
the experiences of other writers such as William Carlos Williams, Louis 
Zukofsky , Robert Duncan, Gertrude Stein and James Baldwin. What 
composes the foundation of a teaching and in this time, where there is so 
much loss, does it matter that I or any other artist might want to teach? For 
myself the answer is always a difficult "yes." 

In August of 1994 President Clinton's Crime Bill destroyed the monies 
designated on a nation-wide basis for all Prison Education Programs. The 
Federal or Pell Grants were for books and without books, like it or not, 
there are no Programs. Those monies constituted less than one percent of 
all federal funds designated for higher education, and were beginning to 
offer proof, at least in the program of which I was a part , that this form of 
rehabilitation might be the cheapest most far reaching yet devised . For a 
man like "Kenneth " these programs opened up a new world and offered a 
restoration ofchances, not just for himself personally, but for ourselves. He 
literally devoured the readings offered to him as if they were the nutrient 
he'd been waiting for, and began asking for compilations of myths, stories, 
and legends that would demand further study. He went to William Carlos 
Williams' Imaginations in hopes of finding direction. 

His collection of first poems based on his experience as a "grunt" in 
Vietnam offers little comfort. Instead what is given is a transmission so 
deeply formed and composed that the reader becomes inextricably shad
owed by the living arrangement of things which at once possess and bind 
us to their crisis: 

At times 
trees 

resemble so much 
nerve endings. 
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Fleshy, 
raw exposed 

seems inevitable 
they'll blow 

someday . 

This thing about honor, less clearly defined: 
Honor is the 

sight of red-gre y matter 
sickly falling 

in small jellied 
clumps 

from the waist 
of a mango tree 

9th century 
china. 

Honor is ... 

II 

like opaque snot 
sliding off 

There is no ornamentation here, nothing unnecessary. The detail of 
parts, the breath by breath construction of the poet's awareness and how 
he directs this language toward an actual act of seeing and how that act 
attracts reality offers us no escapable device. At the same time, he, through 
his rigor, sounds out "T his thing about honor " far more intimately than the 
policy arrangements of an "honor" that brought him to stand inside the 
"sickly falling" clumps of his and our condition of shattered minds which 
can think up no more than an industrial future whose central jewel is 
prison. "Kenneth" also anticipates and answers Robert McNamara, who In 
Retrospectsays, "Obviously there are things you cannot quantify: honor and 
beauty for example ." McNamara 's precious order and distance becomes an 
even more realized distortion before the account of this poem and its 
beauty of first consequences that cannot be impeded nor will it succumb 
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to the lures of the obvious where a whole geography, to the men who had 
to slog through it, became known as the "slab." 

Often have wondered 
how NV A treat captured 

beyond print, and the 
11th brigade 

was on 
Red Mountain 

less than three days 
found members 

of an ambushed 
squad 

staked to the ground, 
bound 

hand & foot 
left by 

departing 
NV A regulars 

who had neither time 
nor

to deal 
with captured Gl's; 

admonished them 
tucked them away 

for safe keeping: 
fate's a bitch 

ain't it? 
the grunts laughed. 

"Kenneth " wrote about these poems, ''I'm attempting to discover what 
LINE is, what SYLLABLE is supposed to be; the above is a reflection of the 
exploration. I think I do very much want to write, but my problem is 
separating ideas from things-and where does the medium lie, for the sake 
of poetic creativity, between those extremes?" Perhaps, in hoping to "tuck" 
this man, and others like him, in a penal banishment, we can contrive relief, 
or, failing that, the vague symptoms of reassurances which instruct us that 
"Kenneth 's" presence and worth as a man doesn't matter. His poems tell 
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us, however, about a vacuum of contrivances and dismissals which rule us 
in their despoil. I was asked once, many years ago, why I taught in a prison, 
what secret in myself made me go there. Maybe it was that long ago 
grandfather or uncle haunting me, my own near brush with prison because 
of my refusal to go to Vietnam, or maybe I was afraid of this portrait I'm 
trying to write, knowing before any "knowing " could appear what it might 
be. If "Kenneth " before our present compulsive retributions is truly 
"surplus, " then we are in what the American Jail Association at its training 
conference in Indianapolis called: 

JAIL EXPO 1994 
TAP INTO THE SIXTY-FIVE BILLION 

DOLLAR LOCAL JAILS MARKET 

"Jail Expo attendees are the decision-makers in local correc
tions-sheriffs , jail administrators , local elected officials, cor
rectional officers, health care directors, food service directors, 
trainers , architects , engineers-people from across the nation 
involved in jail management issues, new trends , services and 
produces. 

There are over 100,000 people who work in rhe3 ,400 local jails 
in the United Scares. Lase year alone over $65 Billion was spent 
in the industry. The local jail marker is very lucrative. Jails are 
BIG BUSINESS. " 

* 
The entrance road to Shawangunk cuts through some of the most 

spectacular farm country in the Hudson Valley, or maybe anywhere . It 's 
the best groomed concrete in New York State. Street lamps spaced at about 
fifty yards on both sides line this passage. You think it's a mistake at first. 
No other public roadway provides this sort of immaculate insulation 
against common or unexpected driving hazard. Well lit as any California 
Freeway for about two felicitous miles. Then it's over. A normal drive in 
the New York State countryside demands a" clear physical eye" as opposed 
to "the erring brain" to quote the poet Louis Zukofsky . The "erring brain " 
can drive you directly into deer, which can maim and kill efficiently as an 
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oak, bear that I've personally crashed into, and concrete that almost invites 
car wrecks it 's so badly kept and maintained. Turn off 44-55 toward this 
prison and another illumination smoulders. There are two waiting on the 
downside of this grade. Wallkill to the left is a "medium." Built in the late 
forties and early fifties it's a shortime pen for most. Those who've got 
walking papers but will have to wait six months or five years or ten before 
they're released. Some quiet ones who'll do life in this supposedly easier 
camp. Shipments in chains, in all the time . Guys learning optics, electric
ity, cookery, baking, farm labor, welding, pure bred horse grooming, 
general maintenance. A diary to supply all the local "clientele" with milk, 
and don't mess with the cows who are "family" to the milkers, know each 
animal by name, sound, tail swish. A pond fronts this "facility" and every 
fall flocks of Canadian Geese circle, land, and fill the frosting night air with 
their pre-migrational honking , gossiping. Sky becomes an air show then. 
The sunsets holding these circling, waiting birds by their thousands, 
landi ng gear flexed against the blaze of dying sun and the heatless days 
settled in the roar of their cumulative chatter. You can almost imagine a 
mastodon coming for a late afternoon sip, as they did once, too, before 
these cliffs, a calf panicking the geese for fun, hundreds of powerful wings 
snapped to minimal unison and churning water in a mass frustration. 

Shawangunk is a "maxi-max. " It's down further at the end on the right. 
Don't take a casual drive unless you've got a reason and can explain it . 
Binocul ar wielding guards are ready to take your licence plate numbers, the 
make of your car, the color. It looks like the last version of a butcher block, 
thinn ed, whittled, that alphabetical "P" in front of the word "prison" 
dripping with cancellation. I remember a number of years ago when I lived 
in New York City walking by the Tombs one day. It seemed all the hookers 
north of Fourteenth Street had been let out to cuss, hustle, primp, pose 
then fan out toward China Town and Little Italy, some throwing mirrors 
that showed unappreciated images and used up lipstick into the neighbor
hood gutters, laughing, stomping high heels, sharing smokes of name 
brand tobacco or maryjane. 

The Tombs was shut down not long after that. A renovation had begun 
and I knew a young woman from Bennington College who was seeing an 
architect. Her first date was a tour. He was working for the firm which 
contracted the redesign of that jail and wanted to show her the work in 
progress. These two children of the upper class walking through the hell 
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they were designing for the lower. It 's hard to bring up that word "class." 
I've been trying to avoid it. But the conjunction of architecture and 
punishment make such avoidance into yet one more emasculation and 
debasement. The act of "tourism" and its assumptions that took place in 
the Tombs that day in the 1970' s, the regalia of blue prints that were shown, 
are an intersection of services, practices and reductions that have become 
so masked in the naturalism of allowable threat that we have no way of 
naming their mutilations. Noam Chomsky in The Prosperous Few and the 
Restless Many points out how not only are we not allowed to discuss class 
differences in the United States, but that these censorships and the 
impoverishing illusions which fuel them have made it "impossible to talk. " 
There are fewer and fewer pieces of vocabulary that can tell us about 
suffering. "To urism ." The dictionary says this word means "the practice of 
traveling for recreation." Often while traveling to work through country
side filled with bear and coyote I'd picture that couple in the Tombs . The 
proud young architect standing in the midst of the concentration of power 
he was designing, the young woman, his" date ," examining new cell blocks , 
wash basins, concrete reinforcement that would fix and code bodies into 
the monotony of preventative space. I'd also hear that dictionary defini
tion , its whisper tightening in my throat. I couldn't help but think about 
my own privilege and "class," that I might be a secret tourist too. Everytime 
I drove toward this razor wired science of penalty I'd have to raise a dam 
in my mind over questions. Often, no matter how well constructed I felt 
that dam was, it disintegrated , the windshield of my car filling with the 
flood of this facility's profile and the" attentive malevolence," transforming 
all that it touches into itself, Michel Foucault says in Discipline and Punish: 
The Birth of the Prison was born , " ... at the threshold of the contemporary 
period ... " in the seventeenth century. 

The magazine Corrections Today can provide a helpful hint . The 
marriage of architecture and "justice" fills its pages. "Sprung Instant 
Structures," for instance, can meet an order for a four hundred inmate 
capacity prison in twenty-five days. Tindell Concrete Products, Inc., 
introduced an advertisement in the June 1995 issue of Corrections Today 
with the following lead: 'T he State of Florida is determined to keep 
criminals locked up for at least 75 percent of their sentences by December 
1995. An acute bed shortage must not get in the way . .. Tindell Concrete 
is part of the answer. Using fully equipped and furnished fairi cell modules, 
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factory cast of high-strength reinforced concrete , Florida will meet its 
deadline." Kitchell CEM (Capita l Expenditure Managers) boast chat they 
are" ... Seasoned pros in correctional project management. With 44,000 
new beds , representing 4 billion dollars of construction undertaken in the 
last 13 years. If you're planning a prison facility project , call on the 
company that's on top of the 'Most Wanted Lise'." The Dick Group of 
Companies in Pittsburgh state that its group" .. . has grown to become one 
of the nation's leading builders of correctional facilities. They have 
completed or have under construction, 19 projects comprising 24,500 
beds with a construction cost of more than $1 billion." HLM "J uscice" has 
produced " ... over 10 million square feet of jails, prisons , and courts in the 
lase 10 years all across the United States. This firm of architects, engineers, 
and planners has key locations in Charlotte , Chicago , Denver , Houston , 
Iowa City, New Orleans, New York, Orlando, Sacramento, and Washing
ton, D .C."CRSS Constructors , Inc., are "Corrections project delivery 
specialists who have done over $1 billion in correction construction across 
twelve states currently underway. 25,000+ beds put in place over the lase 
ten years." 

"CRSS" in identifying itself as a "delivery specialise" uses the language 
of the "Cold War." Every nuclear bomb contractor was and is a "delivery 
specialist" and these numbers in their boastful billions are "Cold War" 
numbers . Silver & Ziskind, architects, planners , and interior designers 
have a Park Avenue address. This international firm with a "plum" in Israel 
has set " . . . new standards in correctional architecture for the past two 
decades . Providing award winning, innovative, cost effective and context
sensitive designs for a growing and changing industry ." 

The "context sensitive" terminology employed here can be translated 
through a description of what "context" is. In an article entitled "Design 
Meets Mission at New Federal Max Facility" in Correctiom Today there is 
a description of the Administrative Maximum Facility, or ADX, in 
Florence, Colorado . This site has been designed to" consolidate" offenders 
into one "super max" camp who are considered to be disruptive, predatory, 
extremely violent , escape-prone . The most heavily secured section of the 
562 bed ADX in Florence is called the "Control Unit." le has 68 beds and 
contains what are called the " . .. most dangerous and assaulcive inmates 
... " in the BOP or Federal Bureau of Prisons. In order to be condemned 
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to this form of confinement prisoners must undergo a "due process 
hearing. " If all elements of qualification are met the prisoner then spends 
23 hours per day in a 90 square foot cell, eats in the cell, "recreates" alone 
seven hours per week. If an inmate "demonstrates good conduct " in the 
ADXhe can descend from the "Control Unit " to 5 under-units containing 
lessened degrees of detention . The ADX has more than 1,400 electroni
cally controlled doors, over 160 cameras to monitor every corridor grill and 
door critical to security . "In addition to main and inside control centers 
from which officers can monitor all corridors and electronically control all 
corridor grills, each unit has its own control center from which the officer 
can monitor all ranges and electronicall y control all cell doors ." 

The individual cell has plumbing fixtures which are "flood proof." Built 
in tamper proof electric cigarette lighter. A sink. A toilet. A shower " . .. so 
inmate privacy is increased and inmate movement is decreased. " Push 
buttons are also a feature to " ... reduce the amount of moving parts. " To 
this point such description sounds like the most cost heavy not-in-orbit 
space station ever devised. Why go extraterrestrial "out there " when you 
can just as easily undergo the manual of deprivations training directly 
under the shadows of the Rocky Mountains? "Context sensitive" require
ments also apply to inmate -restraint policies: 

Control unit inmates, for example, are cuffed and leg 
shackled before they leave their cell. Three officers escort 
each control unit inmate . General population unit in
mates are cuffed from behind for all movement and 
require a two-person escort .. . ADX staff consider gang 
affiliation , past history, and racial and ethnic factors 
before assigning inmates to cells and units. Intelligence 
gathering by all staff is critical to spot potential inmate 
conflicts. 

Taxonomy and punishment interweave here to form multiple effects 
and to insure that those effects receive as much distribution as possible 
throughout the five chains of hierarchy beginning with "Control ," and 
moving through the demonstration of "good conduct " to "Special Hous
ing Unit, " "General Population Units," "Intermediate Unit, " "Transi
tional Unit, " and "Pretransfer Unit ." The surveillance of every whisper , 
defecation, bodily twitch in sleep can be more rigorously mapped , assessed 
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so that these "difficult-to-manage inmates " will re-emerge as products 
bearing a lessened threat to the smooth operation of other prisons which 
will receive and lock them down, the safety of staff, other prisoners, and 
"the public. " The "public" that can be threatened by a man cuffed, leg 
shackled, walking as if each step will pull out the bones in his wrists, his 
ankles and legs, with a three officer escort, is a "public" that has transformed 
this man into one of its most vital commodities. An architectural firm not 
"context sensitive" to this commodity and its uses will not survive if it 
desires to compete in this industry. 

The affirmation of prison as cultural and historical monument can be 
further found in a recent exhibition (August 1995) in Philadelphia. Eastern 
State Penitentiary opened for business in 1829 and closed in 1971. One 
hundred forty-two years of life for one site. The British architect, John 
Haviland, designed this prison. His blueprint has been the foundation for 
more than three hundred prison constructions internationally and domes
tically. This building at the time of its construction was the most costly in 
America. The first to have indoor plumbing. The first with 12 foot thick 
30 foot high granite containment walls. A preview ADX. The rule was iron 
silence here. Solitary confinement for each convict in an 8 foot by 12 foot 
cell. Madness broke out in the 1830 's. A visitor, Charles Dickens, was so 
repelled by what he saw in 1842, by the as he called it" ... slow and daily 
tampering with the mysteries of the brain .. . " that he would have preferred 
personally a brutal public beating and its possible lethal outcome to the 
mental anguish overwhelming Eastern's clientele. John Haviland's prison 
is a national landmark and the art exhibition entitled "Prison Sentences" 
is an attempt to preserve his "monument." There is a too cozy alignment 
here between the industries of the arts and prison. The promotion of name 
recognition for the artists and their site specific works for this so-called 
"gallery space" is at the forefront of emphasis. A New York Times review of 
this "show" states, "Perhaps the show 's best known artist, Jonathan 
Borofsky, has contributed a flying figure-representing a ghost shadow of 
prisoners past-and chalked inscriptions on a cell wall. The inscriptions set 
down what might be convicts ' recollections of their dreams. One reads, 
'falling back to sleep again, I envisioned the top part of my mind removed.' 
It is accompanied by a sketch of a human head with a piece missing." The 
men I knew were capable of far more work in dream and language than 
these stilted deadened terms proposed by Mr. Borofsky. 
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Another artist " ... uses slabs of fallen plaster from the decaying prison 
to seal one cell's doorwa y. In a second cell, he piles a mound of powdered 
plaster in the form of a crater, seemingly offering no escape. In a third, there 
is another mound of powder spreading over the bottom of a metal prison 
bed , perhaps providing an exit route. The piece also contains a labyrinth. 
'That 's a Hopi Indian labyrinth signifying emergence into another world,' 
the artist explains. 'My piece has to do with the origin of a sense of 
penitence-rather than punishment ' ." How this artist arrived at once at 
such a use of "Hopi" material, debased intellectual foreground, and his 
own "paradox" of indifference may be answered by Marc Mauer ' s warning 
that the continued usage of prisons makes their presence not just "logical 
and rational, " but in the case of the men and women in this "exhibition, " 
a normal extension of personal career in which prison, in spite of the 
positive intents of individual artists, wraps them also in the "context
sensitive" shadows of the industry of crime control and its veneration and 
worship. 

* 
At the University of Oklahoma there is an Archive ofWestern History. 

It is one of the finest collections of its kind in the world. A small obscure 
book is housed there . Its paper and glues have gone brittle since its 
publication in 1887. But this book holds a story about the life history of 
the nation, and though much of this story remains unwanted still, its 
constrained murmur continues to unfold. The author 's name was Herbert 
Welsh and he titled the writing The Apache Prisoners in Fort Marion, St 
Augustine, Florida. Fort Marion was the end of another train ride in the 
nineteenth century. It was called Fort San Marco prior to its use as a 
concentration camp for various Indian peoples . This old time fortress with 
moat, bastions, and watch towers was built not from stone but coquina, a 
composition of sand and tiny shells. The bewildered men , women, and 
children who would be held behind its walls were forced into trains which 
carried them thousands of miles from the remote plains and deserts of their 
origins. Many of them had never seen such a machine. They were terrified 
by soldiers eager to kill them, by the thought of mass executions at the end 
of a journey they could never have imagined, and by being shut in closed , 
jammed railroad cars without air or water as they rolled through the deserts 
of the southwest and the swamps of the deep south. A white guard watching 
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over the ChiricahuaApache commented that nobody but an Indian could 
have put up with the stench. The outbreak of tuberculosis that would kill 
most of these people in their Fort Marion captivity may possibly have 
begun on that train. None of these people could have known either about 
the language which had come to engulf them. Herbert Welsh said the 
purpose of his documentation was to represent " .. . methods for the 
solution of the Indian problem .... " The America of the nineteenth century 
in its genocidal episode had invented the language of the twentieth. The 
only part of speech missing here is the adjective "final." There was no 
necessity for that . The "finality" which had taken place before the train 
journeys was so complete it needed no reference, breath to sound it, or 
syntax to place it. The location of the adjective and its apocalypse wanders 
continuously over a geography we will not to this day trace or name. It is 
the one defining difference between ourselves and the Nazis who in 
offering the part of speech its placement submitted their nation , in spite of 
their intentions , to grief and admittance. The initial fact of such omission 
from our vocabulary and utterance made and continues to make" solution" 
easy. Fort Marion is a larger story because it was the site of END for so many 
others including the Kiowa, Cheyenne, and Arapaho who were shipped 
there in 1875 and left a chronicle of their disappeared world through a 
series of magnificent drawings they were allowed to produce , and is now 
called the Plains Indian Art from Fort Marion. Some of their names were 
Bear's Heart, Koba, Shingled Hair, Zotom or "Biter," Squint Eyes, Wohaw, 
which in Kiowa is "Beef," Cohoe, "Lame" in Cheyenne, Big Nose, Shave 
Head, and Good Talk. An Apache in 1886 named Massai decided to escape 
from a train carrying him and others toward St. Louis and the Mississippi. 
He pried the windows loose and jumped out into the rolling hill country 
of eastern Missouri. He traced his way home at least 1500 miles over land 
and rivers he'd never seen. In all those towns and densely farmed spaces 
nobody saw this lone Apache escapee who found what food he could. His 
fellow tribesmen described his skills as being only "average." Perhaps the 
Apache were hinting at something else. Had Massai been endowed with a 
finer skill and as ugly a sense of retribution as his former captors he could 
have caused real harm. A lone, gifted warrior was a master of silence and 
death capable of running at least seventy miles a day with little food or 
water, and leaving no hint of his passage. But without family, tribe, or land 
there would have been reason to choose such wasteful violence. In that the 
inhabitants were lucky Massai made it back to the remote and beloved 
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terrain of the southwest where he hid out for years as an outrider until he 
was eventually killed. Fort Marion with its yellow fever, tuberculosis, 
stifling heat and swamps was an ideal banishment for the unfortunate 
ochers who were incapable of any kind of escape primarily because their 
whole families were with chem and such abandonment was unthinkable . 
Included among chose five hundred men, women, and children were the 
Chiricahua scouts who, with a promise of amnesty, had faithfully assisted 
the United States troops . Ki-e-ca and Martinez, rotting among all the rest, 
were the two to whom Geronimo had personally surrendered. 

In June of 1995 I went to the last graduation and awards ceremony for 
the Prison Education Program at Wallkill prison. There will be no more 
programs of chis kind. Their proof and the possibilities for change and 
renewal they offered have been seen finally as a threat and waste . The 
monies for books and tuition were "killed" by the 1994 Clinton Crime Bill. 
A man I've known for a long time was there . He 'd been transferred from 
a maximum to chis medium and was on his way out after eighteen years. 
He too had begun in a composition course learning to read and to write. 
He was fighting for his life those many years ago like all the rest of the men 
I knew. His fight also included one against cancer. The diagnosis clarified 
what kind and chemotherapy was being administered. His cancer fortu
nately seems to be gone. He has his bachelor's degree and will gee out to 

pursue the rest of his higher education. The example he set inspired others 
and gave them the nerve to begin to overcome the profound debilitations 
prison imposes. The men fortunate enough to get their degrees chat day 
were in grief over the death of these programs and their peers who wanted 
to follow them but now may never have the chance. Prison Education was 
a necessary life line to these prisoners, their families, and to the worlds they 
came from . They also brought a stability and atmosphere of respect . 
Prisons will become more dangerous. The small refusals and strikes chat 
leak into the news may lead to another Attica which was the largest single 
episode of Americans killing Americans since the Civil War. A repetition 
of an Attica-like riot or riots will mark the beginning of an exile, with
drawal, and collapse of promise to bring to fruition the map of civil well
being which belongs to all of us. If we are going to abandon a part of our 
population and make of them a surplus body fated in their generations to 
be shipped to prison colonies, then we must consider how much of chis 
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abandonment involves ourselves at the deepest levels of privacy and dream. 
Richard Leakey, asked in a recent speech about the inherent violence in our 
earliest ancestors, responded with the only evidence he has seen. The 
paleontologist referred to fossil hominid femurs that had once been broken 
and then, in their healing, fused over a million years ago. The only way 
chose bones could have healed over was through someone taking care of 
someone else over the long months of recuperation. The search for an 
inherent or genetic predisposition for violence to explain the crisis of our 
civilization disintegrates before these fragile and accidently composed 
remains. If there is any predisposition we seem truly to have inherited, Mr. 
Leakey stated, "le is for compassion." I want to be reassured by such a 
statement. The pictures of those femurs comes close to me and helps the 
damage of events to recede. But such a reassurance is finally not true, not 
enough though the regrowth of that bone , faraway as it is, sounds a story 
of recovery locked in the realm of the unlistenable. Our civil well-being is 
being destroyed by something strange and distant and sickening. Its failure 
for every culture which uses it is its triumph steeped in the worship of safe 
conduct and the violations which inevitably are the sum of such wishes, and 
where our practices of convenience and guarantee begin to assume , 
through themselves, a new presence of force we have, until now, been able 
to contain. All the bodies it has ever and will ever hold help it to become , 
in this moment of our abandonments, most beautiful when it is most dead. 
We have no way to gauge its scale or its damage, and its despotism, to call 
up de Tocqueville ' swords, assumes a different character in our days, more 
extensive and more mild and because of chat its degradations are absolute 
and reside in us absolutely without torment. 
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Daniel Davidson 

What 

It's not built with these timbers oflimbs 
but cross-cut through them 
like sound, emerging with the wind 
reaching ears, faces, locks of hair 
not merely fashion or easy remedy 
but massively built upon, a new series of elevated roadway, 
cars and their people rushed to the edge. And our tomorrow 's 
of doors opening, closing , listening to hand-flowers 
in the sweet night, or the liquid-plaster spread across 
a sickened chest, to say, firmly, "No" to the terminating flesh. 
Are we so peculiar and individual then? A great audience, 
the first passage blank and inviting, and then tan and brittle 
paper dismembering the ages, the pasture of elemental design 
breaking with the present, company included. 

Hadn 't you thought about this as well? 
Had you known that thought is memory too, that you'd 
taken a stroll through the constituent objects 
of an originating mirror, we'd misconstrue the identical 
representative reflection , different sides of the same sky above. 

I'd want you there too , finding an easier way 
than just ambling along, slowly going nowhere at all, 
straying in particulars to regularly return with the same 
characters and conclusions, the same opening and closing in detail 
all around, as if time were raining down on us from above. 

How can you carry such an easy burden so full of need? 
Again, wide-eyed as a matter of principle, fact, fat 
visionary' s succulent mastery of the tempering frame 
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the brain, glass enclosed eyes, opening its shield 
bringing me to your naked gaze, a desire for filaments of light 
in response to the clefts of skin, better seen and then to be believed. 

I wanted you like that, as it had 
mattered more than a thousand unread words. 
I knew little more than what was shown us, 
slow as ice. Here, where we can conform without 
embarrassment or regret, targets of structure 
how do I go about erasing the scent of memory? 

By lifting perhaps, the hand of present circumstance, 
fostering a belief in the deafness of the 20th century, 
where without a single sign of language or its substitution 
whatever comes must follow our breakfast in the trees 
swimming in the gilded gilding rain, sliding awash down 
the gutters, falling to boulders, united within me. 

Whatever robbed you of this final knowledge carried you away 
into pain and repetition, straggling opposition, a dizziness 
who you can barely live among. Our voices, blinking in the night 
messages in bottles, brilliant and foundational, the fields that 
merge and unify us, sure to come back to wound us at some other time. 

I saw you at the horizon, looking for the ushers. 
You haven 't had the inclination to say a thing about it ... 
you must have seen the penetration , the page that 's been completed. 

I lost my way back, and it hurt and bothered me, 
but nothing special, headlines in the clouds, the line of sight 
that everybody uses. Air breathes sunlight, sure as you do. 
Sometimes a full measure is pleasure and enough; other times 
little or nothing at all, to go our separate ways and then, 
so scripted, locations hold us and demand different postures, 
positions, even in the incline of our union , startling us 
as it comes. Hours and hours , so much the same. 
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